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MECHANICS OF Nb-Ti SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITES

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation of the research

Composite materials have been in existence for centuries. From the application point of

view, most composite materials are used as load-bearing materials. They combine the
advantages of the components to make them ideal load-carrying materials: strong, tough
and light. As the development of superconducting materials for practical applications has
occurred over the past 30 years, superconducting wire designs have followed a similar path
to that of strength based composite systems.

Early work on practical wires of metallic superconductors found that unless the
diameter of the superconducting wire was kept below a critical value, the superconductor
would be thermally unstable while carrying a transport current [1]. This led early designers

to subdivide the superconductor into many fine filaments encased in a high thermal
conductivity matrix, typically copper or aluminum. The purpose of the superconducting
composite design is to provide enough superconductor cross section to adequately carry the
design current, while at the same time keeping the superconducting filament size below the
critical thermal stability limit and maintain a close thermal link to the cryogenic coolant. As
the application of superconductivity has grown, there has been a continuing push to

develop fine filament composites for other reasons as well, including reduced
magnetization in low magnetic fields and higher current carrying capacity [21.

Since superconductors are current-carrying materials instead of load-carrying materials,
why study their mechanics? There are several reasons:

First, large mechanical forces exist in superconducting devices such as magnets for
plasma confinement and energy storage, rotating machinery, and electrical transmission
linesL1]. This is particularly true with respect to large-scale high-field applications. The
mechanical stresses in the superconducting devices arise from several sources: (1) static

mechanical stresses related to the mass of the structure and the winding tension and
prestressing during construction of the magnet, (2) the thermomechanical stresses imposed
by thermal contraction, and contraction differentials, during thermal cycling from room

temperature to cryogenic temperatures (e.g. Cu and Ti-50Nb undergo contractions of
0.33% and 0.17%, respectively, on cooling from room temperature to 4K. When the Cu
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and the alloy are in intimate contact, as in a multifilamentary composite superconductor, the

differential contraction results in a prestrain of 0.16% between the superconductor and the

cladding material), (3) the magnetomechanical forces generated when the magnet is
energized. The magnetic field exerts a force F=BxJ per unit volume of current-carrying
conductor, where B is the magnetic field strength, and J is the magnet winding current
density. In superconducting magnets, where the field and current density are both high,
this force can be very large. It is often helpful to adopt Faraday's picture of the magnetic
field as a collection of lines under tension which mutually repel one another. In the
direction perpendicular to the lines of force, the magnetic field may thus be visualized as a
two-dimensional gas exerting a pressure B2 /2µo on its container-the coil. For a field of 6T,

this pressure is 1.4x107N/m2; for 10T it is 4x107N/m2, the yield strength of annealed

copper. These stresses can combine to form large stresses on the superconducting
composite, causing severe problems in the design and construction of superconducting
devices. For example, big magnetic forces can break the structure and so destroy the
magnet; they can damage the superconductor or insulation; the most serious problem is the
degradation of magnet performance.

Second, mechanical behavior of superconducting composite wires determines the
manufacturability of superconducting composite wires. Many of the superconductors
require unique processing techniques for manufacture of practical conductors[1]. For
example, in the fabrication of Nb-Ti composite superconducting wires, several steps are
performed. Figure 1.1 sketches the major stages of a process route for the fabrication of
filamentary composite wire. The superconductor generally starts as a large diameter alloy
billet 4-12" in diameter. This billet is mechanically processed down to several inches in
diameter and slipped into a high conductivity copper sheath. The bi-metallic billet is
extruded and drawn down into a monofilament wire less than an inch in diameter. Near the
end of the drawing process it is typically drawn through a hexagonal die. The hexagonal

monofilament is cut into short lengths and stacked into a hexagonal array inside a second
high conductivity sheath. This multifilament billet is extruded and wire drawn to small
diameter wire. The multifilamentary wire may be hexed and restocked to form another billet
with a higher number of smaller diameter filaments, or processed to final wire size as a
single stack billet. During the wire fabrication process, heat treatments are typically applied
several times in order to form second phase precipitates in the Nb-Ti alloy filaments. The

precipitates intended function is to increase the current carrying capacity of the
superconductor. The final result is a uniaxial fiber composite composed of identical

superconducting filaments in a uniform hexagonal array. The fibers are high strength two-

phase ductile alloys, and the matrix is a low strength pure metal. The complicated
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manufacturing process produces significant mechanical stresses in the superconducting
wires, and different metallurgical processing results in different mechanical properties. The
breaking of the wire during the manufacture process is not unusual.
Third, the principles of superconductivity are complicated131, and many factors affect
superconducting behavior. Mechanical behavior is one of the major factors affecting
superconductivity. In this light, the mechanical behavior of superconducting composite
wires determines the applications of superconducting composite wires. If a composite wire
is loaded into a stage of matrix yielding and is then unloaded, the fibers (still elastic) will
contract and place the matrix into compression. The fibers will show a residual tension on
unloading to a macroscopic stress of zero. The Cu matrix is forced to execute hysteretic

cycles of extension and compression while the Nb-Ti cores merely undergo elastic
extension and relaxation. During subsequent load-unload cycles, the copper executes
Bauschinger loops and dissipates energy instead of undergoing linear, work-hardened,
a(c) excursions, and stress-induced heating will occur in the Cu matrix. This heat will
endanger the superconductor performance because superconductivity can only exist within

a three dimensional critical surface(Figure 1.2). Although important large coils are still
being designed to operate at current densities lying well below the critical surface, many
present and future requirements call for operating currents as high as 90% of the critical
values. Under such conditions intrinsic conductor mechanical instabilities (in addition to
mechanical instabilities associated with the coil structure) represent potential sources of
localized heat input to the conductor, thereby endangering its electrical stability. There has

been research showing that mechanical stresses will reduce the critical current of
superconductors14-91. Figure 1.3 shows the effect of stress on critical current Ic in a
Cu/Nb-Ti composite. We can see that Ic is reduced by 20 percent at very high stress levels.

The major differences between Nb-Ti superconductor composites and the general loadbearing composites are: 1) the composite design is primarily driven by thermal, electrical
and magnetic performance criteria, 2) the composite fabrication process begins with large
fibers widely spaced in the matrix which are then mechanically co-deformed to produce the

final product form of closely spaced fine filaments, and 3) mechanical properties of the
composite and its components are critical for the performance and processing, but are
seldom considered in the design. As well as these differences in the composite design are
the composite geometries and the properties of the components; superconducting composite
wires have more than one matrix region and the matrix has a lower strength and higher
elastic modulus than that of the fibers. These differences make the application of existing
composite theories to the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system difficult and the mechanical analysis
of the superconducting composites complicated.
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Though large mechanical stresses and deformations present problems to both the
manufacture and application of superconductors, the mechanical behaviour of Nb-Ti
superconductors has not been heavily studied and models of the mechanics of the Cu/Nb-Ti

composite system are almost non-existent. In the struggle to improve the superconducting
behavior, the mechanical behavior had been ignored for some time. Electrical properties of

superconducting materials have been of primary interest and concern to researchers in this

field for a long time. Building up an understanding of the mechanics of Cu/Nb-Ti
composites is very useful for the researchers in both superconductivity and the composite
materials fields.

1.2 Literature Review

Since the mid-1960s, studies of the tensile properties, chiefly the ultimate tensile
strength, of technically interesting superconducting Nb-Ti alloys have been undertaken.
The present status is summarized in Table 1.1. Many samples have been measured in the
form of wire, typically 0.1-0.3mm in diameter. Some samples are obtained from Cu-clad
monolithic composites from which the Cu had been chemically removed. Others are
standard tensile samples. Table 1.1 summarizes the results of several researchers, by
carefully isolating some variables, some useful information can be gotten. The factors
affecting the tensile strength include composition, cold work, and temperature. Figure 1.4
(constructed from Table 1.1) shows the room temperature tensile strengths of Nb-Ti alloys
in various conditions as a function of Nb content. It can be seen that the tensile strength of
cold worked alloys increases as Nb content increases while in the recrystallized alloys the
composition dependence of tensile strength is rather weak.
Figure 1.5 (constructed from Table 1.1) shows the influence of cold work on the room
temperature tensile strength of Nb-Ti alloys. An abrupt increase in ultimate strength can be
seen when the area reduction is greater than about 96%. The temperature dependence

includes a large increase in yield and ultimate tensile strength as the temperature is
decreased and also includes a loss of ductility at low temperatures. The strength data of NbTi alloys from previous research is limited and is mainly measured in the form of wires and
tensile samples.
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Table 1.1 Strength of some Ti-Nb alloy (Reference 4)
Nb

Content

Specimen Details

%

Test

Yield

Ultimate

Tempera-

Strength

Strength

ture °C

108N/m2

108N/m2

25

0.25 mm0wire, 99.86% cw

300

6.1

25

0.25 mm0wire, 99.95% cw

300

6.2

300

4.9
6.7

25

0.25 mm0wire, 99.95% cw & recrystallized
800°C

30

0.25 mmOwire, 99.86% cw

300

30

Tensile sample, 800°C/WQ

300

4.5

4.9

300

10.3

10.0

298

5.2

5.2

30

34

Tensile sample, 800°C/WQ+extruded
86%+48h/375°+drawn 56%

Tensile sample, recrystallized lh at 1100°C

34

Tensile sample, 51% cw

298

5.9

6.1

34

Tensile sample, 89.6% cw

298

5.7

5.9

298

6.1

6.2

6.0

6.4

8.7

8.8

34

34

Tensile sample, cw+two heat treatments at
380°C

Tensile sample, Above/final cold deformation

34

0.4-0.6mm0 wire, cw

300

34

0.4-0.6mm0 wire, 30min/600°C

300

5.7

300

6.5

300

6.5

34
34

0.4-0.6mm0 wire, above+50% cold reduction
0.4-0.6mm0 wire, 30min/600 °C +cw45%+(24h)/400°C+cw45%

34

Tensile sample, 50% cw

300

35

0.25 mmOwire, 99.86% cw

300

6.4

36

0.213mmOwire, cw

300

11.1

36

0.267mm0wire, cw

300

10.3

36

0.318mm0wire, cw

300

13.8

4.0

7.2

8

Table 1.1 Continued
Nb
Content

Test
Specimen Details

%

Yield

Ultimate

Tempera Strength
-ture °C 108N/m2

Strength

5.0

108N/m2

36

1.98mm0 sample, 800°C anneal

300

37

8.99mm0sample,anneal + 60% cw

300

5.1

5.3

37

5.59mmOsample, anneal + 85% cw

300

5.1

5.5

37

2.97mmOsample, anneal + 96% cw

300

5.7

6.1

37

0.76mmOsample, anneal + 99.7% cw

300

7.8

8.3

37

0.76mmOsample, above + 24h/380°C

300

5.3

5.8

38

180 twisted 321=0, Commercial optimization

298

7.8
5.0

39

1.98mm0 Tensile sample, 800°C anneal

300

39

Tensile sample, 800°C/WQ+extruded

300

7.0

7.2

86%+48h/375°+drawn 56%
39

Tensile sample, 800°C/WQ

300

4.6

4.6

39

0.14-0.20nrmvsample

300

8.8

9.8

40

0.25mmOwire, 99.86% cw

300

6.2

300

10.3

7.1

44

0.28mmOwire, cw & heat treat 1.5h/450°C

50

0.25mm0wire, 99.86% cw

300

50

Tensile sample, 800°C/WQ

300

4.1

4.3

50

Tensile sample, cw

300

5.2

5.4

50

0.12-0.18mm0wire

300

16.2

16.2

9

UTS (108N/m2)

A

9.0

Cold-Worked
Recrystallized

8.0 -

7.0 6.0 5.0 4.0

20

30

1

40
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60

Nb at %

Figure 1.4 Tensile Strength of Nb-Ti Alloys Versus Nb Content

UTS (108N/m2)

0

25
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75

100

Area Reduction by cold work, %
Figure 1.5 Tensile Strength of Nb-Ti Alloys Versus Area Reduction
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The Young's modulus, E, the slope of the initially linear portion of the a(e) curve

,

may be obtained from the results of a static tensile test. Alternatively, it can also be derived

from the results of a sound velocity experiment or from the results of ultrasonic
measurements.

During the 1970s, tensile Young's modulus data were acquired on bare experimental
superconductive wires, and miniature tensile test bars of Ti-Nb. Elastic constants on single
crystals of the commercial superconducting alloy Ti-40 at % Nb were determined at 298K
by Reid using ultrasonic pulse-echo method in 1973 11O1. The results were: the bulk
modulus, K=126.6GPa, and the shear modulus G=26.26GPa. They found the elastic
properties were only slightly anisotropic. The polycrystalline Young's modulus can be
estimated from this single crystal data using averaging techniques1111.

Elastic moduli of polycrystalline Nb-Ti alloys have been measured by acoustic
techniques and from stress-strain curves by several researchers. The results are shown in
Table 1.2. Figure 1.6 shows Young's modulus versus atomic percent Nb from data of
Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 Young's modulus of some Ti-Nb superconducting alloys (Reference 11)
Nb content

Specimen details

at%

Test

Young's Modulus

TemperatureK

1010N/m2

6.5

As-quenched

300

7.8

8.0

As-quenched

300

6.2

8.0

Annealed

300

9.8

11.5

As-quenched

300

7.8

18.0

As-quenched

300

9.5

20

lmmOwire, Cast &97.2% cw

300

6.0

21

As-quenched

300

7.8

23

95% cold-worked

300

6.3

25.5

As-quenched

300

6.6

25.5

Annealed

300

8.1

26

lmmOwire, Cast &97.2% cw

300

6.5

29

Annealed

300

7.8

33

lminOwire, Cast &97.2% cw

300

7.0

34

95% cold-worked

300

7.2

34

Annealed 1000°C

300

7.8

34

Normalized to room temp.

300

8.1

34

Commercial Wire, Cold worked

300

8.3

36

Tensile samples

300

8.2

36

Unknown

300

8.6

36

Unknown

300

8.2

300

7.9

298

5.3

38
38

As-quenched

180 twisted filaments, As
processed

39

Tensile samples

300

8.2

40

Unknown

300

6.9

43.5

As-quenched

300

8.4

43.5

Annealed

300

9.0

44

95% cold-worked

300

8.1

44

Annealed

300

8.8

44

lirun0wire, Cast &97.2% cw

300

8.3
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Figure 1.6 Young's moduli at room temperature for Nb-Ti alloy (Reference 4)

Figure 1.6 shows that room temperature values of Young's modulus vary with Nb
concentration; the Young's modulus increases with Nb content. Other laboratory data [121
shows there exists a broad minimum in E at the Ti-rich part of the alloy system. The values

of Young's modulus also depend on the microstructure, that is, the sample heat treatment
and the temperature. The values measured for E at 4.2 K are 12-15% higher than the room
temperature values1111.

Nb-Ti superconducting composite wires are metal matrix materials consisting of fine
Nb-Ti fibers embedded in a copper matrix. When stressed, the wires undergo at least three
successive stages of deformation: (1) the matrix and fibers deform elastically, (2) the matrix
deforms plastically while the fiber remain elastic, and (3) both deform plastically until
fracture. Combining components, the deformation stages, environment and many other
factors make the study of superconducting composite mechanics a big research subject.
Mechanical behavior of composites with a ductile metal matrix containing a strong metal
or fiber has been studied for some time[14-391. Research on superconducting composites,

however, has largely been confined to studies of their superconducting properties and
fabrication techniques, and little work has been done on their mechanical behavior. Table
1.3 summarizes the experimental results on the room temperature(300K) tensile properties
of some Nb-Ti superconducting composite conductors done by previous researchers.
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Table 1.3 Tensile Properties of Some Nb-Ti Composite wires (Reference 4)
Nb

Wire Diameter Number of

Young's

Cu/SC

Contents

mm

Modulus

Strength 108 Strength

Ratio

%

1010 N/m2

N/m2

108 N/m2

1.8/1

39

0.7x0.55

180

2/1

39

0.82

6 wires

3.3

4.0

2/1

50

1.5

24 wires

3.9

5.7

2/1

34

0.4

60

3.1±0.1

6.18±0.03

2/1

34

1.0x0.6

125

2.7±0.04

5.28±0.03

3.5/1

36

3.12x1.3

15

9.3

3.7

2.8/1

36

2.9x1.44

18

10.3

4.3

2.3/1

36

3.12x1.3

24

11.0

4.0

3.4/1

36

6.68x1.32

84

9.7

5.1

3.4/1

36

10.06x0.99

84

10.3

5.4

3.4/1

36

12.09x0.81

84

9.7

5.4

Fibers

Yield

Ultimate

5.8 to 13.0

The literature review shows that the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti superconducting
composites has not been heavily studied. Only limited experimental data has been reported
in the literature and the explanations of the experimental results are far from satisfactory.
No systematic research has been done on this subject and very little theoretical analysis of
the composite structure is found.
The present research has dual purposes: first is to systematically study the mechanical
behavior of Cu/Nb-Ti superconducting composite systems by experiment, accumulate
useful experimental data and relate the mechanical behaviors of Nb-Ti superconducting
wire with processing, geometry, etc. Another purpose is to develop suitable theoretical

models for describing the mechanics of the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system. Various
experimental techniques and theoretical solutions have been developed. The large amount
of experimental data obtained and the experimental techniques developed are useful to the

understanding of the mechanical behavior Nb-Ti superconductors. The experimental
techniques and the theoretical solutions of Cu/Nb-Ti composite system established in this
research are also applicable to other similar composite systems.

PART I EXPERIMENTS
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2. OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Experimental Techniques
The principal tests used for this research were room temperature tensile testing of Nb-Ti

fibers and the Cu/Nb-Ti superconducting wires. Other tests included micro-hardness tests,
geometry evaluations and determining Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of Nb-Ti alloy
by an "impulse response analysis" method.
Geometry measurements were carried out by examining the metallographically mounted

and polished cross sections of the wires. The spacing between the fibers and the fiber
diameters were measured by using an optical microscope fitted with a micrometer
controlled traversing cross-hair. Calibration of the measuring system was achieved by
using a standard calibration block with etched divisions of 10 p.m. A diameter histogram
and area histogram for some fibers were obtained from image analysis. Digital image
processing and analysis were done using the Image Analyst package with a Macintosh Ilci.
The image was acquired from a video camera attached to the optical microscope.

Tensile testing was performed on a screw-driven universal testing machine with
computer control and data acquisition. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the test setup.
Load cells with different capacities were used; for the extracted filaments a 500 gram load

cell and a 1,000 gram load cell were used, while for the composite wire samples a 10,000
kilogram load cell was used. After careful calibration, the load cells had a resolution of
±0.02 grams, ±0.04 grams and ±0.05 kilograms for the 500 gram, 1000 gram and 10,000

kilogram load cell respectively. We were able to measure the stress-strain curves for
individual Nb-Ti fibers from 120[tm diameter down to about 91.tm and the stress-strain
curves for composite wires from 0.032" diameter up to 0.182" with our system. An
extensometer with a strain resolution of ±0.1 tc was used to measure the strain of the wire
samples. Fiber strain was determined by cross head position with a extension resolution of
±0.001mm, the gauge length of the fibers varying between 20mm and 90mm.
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Instron 4505

Extensometer

/

Control
Tower

Front Panel

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the test setup

For composite wire samples, a universal joint was used to assure pure axial loading of
the samples. The samples were gripped with a wedge grip fitted with soft copper liners to
provide a disperse gripping force so that the sample encountered no stress concentration.
Samples typically broke in the gauge length section rather than at the grip. An extensometer
was used to measure the strain of the wire.

For the experiments using fiber samples, some special considerations needed to be
taken into account. First, the breaking load of the fiber is so small that any spurious load
introduced during the test could damage the samples or greatly magnify the experimental
error. Careful sample preparation and mounting techniques were necessary to avoid fiber
damage. A small spring loaded clamp sample grip was used and the sample mounted as
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Figure 2.2 shows. The samples were sandwiched between two pieces of paper using a
fast-setting epoxy. The mixing and curing of the epoxy was made as similar as possible for
all samples.

this section was cut away after
gripping in test machine
epoxy

gage length

fiber

grip
area

paper

Figure 2.2 Fiber specimen mounting

Second, the fracture strain for a single fiber is often as low as 1 to 2%. A value of 2%
strain and a gauge length of 50mm results in an elongation of only 1mm. Such a short fiber
elongation may not be much larger than the elongation due to the system compliance, which
makes the determination of Young's modulus of the fibers difficult.

We determined the fiber Young's modulus by a modification to the standard method
(ASTM D-3379-75), which expresses the apparent sample compliance C* as:
C* = STIP = Lo/(AE) + Cs

(2.1)

where, C *= apparent compliance, Cs=system compliance, Lo=gauge length, ST=total
elongation, A=fiber cross section area, E=Young's modulus and P=breaking load.
By plotting the C* versus Lo/A for a set of identically processed wires with varying

gauge lengths, we can find the system compliance as the zero gauge length intercept.
Knowing the system compliance allows us to calculate the Young's modulus as:
E

(C*-Cs)A

(2.2)

The accuracy of the Young's modulus determination depends on the accuracy of the
C*, Cs, and geometry measurements. In the measurement of apparent compliance C*, we
found that no matter how carefully the sample was mounted, the looseness of the sample is
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difficult to avoid and the typical stress-strain curve of the fibers, as Figure 2.3 shows, does
not go linearly through zero but shows a lag.
A LabVIEW analysis program was written to handle this problem. It automatically adds

the extra extension due to looseness onto the sample gauge length and subtracts this
extension from the total extension.

In determining the system compliance Cs, we realized that the compliance data were

more linearly related by plotting C* versus L0 /A instead of C* versus L0 alone as
recommended by ASTM standard. This is because the cross sectional area of the Nb-Ti
fibers is not constant from sample to sample (see below). We also realized that better
results could be obtained when the compliance data were fitted separately for different size
fibers, since the differing amount of cold work changes the microstructure and properties
of Nb-Ti fibers.

Third, the Nb-Ti fibers do not exhibit obvious macro-yielding, as the stress-strain
curve of the fibers in Figure 2.3 shows. It is therefore difficult to determine the yield
strength by ordinary methods described in ASTM Standards. Our approach is to take the
first derivative of the stress-strain curve and plot the first derivative curve as shown in
Figure 2.3. There exists an obvious deviation point in the first derivative data. We call this
point the micro-yielding point of the fibers and define it as the yield strength. Although Nb-

Ti fibers do not exhibit obvious macro-yielding until near tensile failure, micro-yielding of
the fibers happens long before macro-yielding. Determining yield strength by this technique
is more meaningful and easier for these samples than using the stress-strain curve directly.
Stress (MPa)

Derivative (MPa)

- 6E+04
- 5E+04
- 4E+04

- 3E+04
- 2E+04
0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

1E+04

Strain

Figure 2.3 Typical stress-strain curve and the derivative curve of Nb-Ti fibers
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2.2 Samples and Geometry

2.2.1 Samples
The main samples used for this study were fabricated by the Applied Superconductivity

Center at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. There are two groups of samples with
different heat treatments and 8 samples of varying diameters in each group. Figure 2.4
highlights the processing of each group. They are similar to the standard SSC inner wires.
Samples were obtained by etching the copper from the multifilament composite in a 50:50
mixture of HNO3:H20 etchant and carefully extracting individual fibers. The nominal
Cu/SC ratio is 1.46 and the number of filaments is 7460. Typical fiber diameters vary from
9 pm to 119 pm. The measured value of Cu/SC ratio is about 1.47.
0 No Heat Treatment

Heat Treatment: HTA 40 Hrs at 375°C
HTB 80 Hrs at 420°C

0
d:

c:

1.03" 0.58" 0.325"
2.27 3.42
4.57

0.182"
5.73

0
0.115"
6.65

0
0.072"
7.59

0
0.045"
8.53

0

Drawing
00.-

0.032"
9.21

Figure 2.4. Wire drawing and sampling summary (where d=wire diameter, E=true
strain, zero strain corresponds to post multifilament extrusion size of 3.2")

The second set of composite samples were provided by IGC Advanced
Superconductors. Table 2.1 highlights the characteristics of the second set of samples,
there are 7 samples of varying diameters (0.1452", 0.1016", 0.072", 0.0531", 0.0396",
0.0316" and 0.0256") of each billet in the second set.

The first billet was made to meet SSC dipole (6 p.m filament) inner strand
specifications[13] and the rest to make 2.5p.m filament inner and outer development strand
for the High Energy Booster.

Nb-Ti alloy samples were provided by Teledyne Wah Chang Albany. There are 4
different compositions and all samples were machined to rectangular bars. The physical
dimensions of the Nb-Ti alloy samples is as Figure 2.5 shows.
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Table 2.1 Characteristics of the second set of samples
Billet No.

# of Filament

Inter Fit. Matrix

Nom. Cu/SC

B820

7260

Cu

1.5

B973-1-1

199x176

Cu

1.7

B973-2-1

199x95

Cu

2.1

Figure 2.5 Sample dimensions for Poisson's ratio measurement

(a = 0.26"-0.38", b = 0.6"- 0.7", L= 3.2"- 3.5")

2.2.2 Geometry variation
The geometry of the superconducting wire cross section is one of the critical aspects of
composite design. It affects the mechanical behavior as well as the electrical behavior of
Nb-Ti superconducting composite wires significantly. The important geometric parameters,

such as the copper to superconductor ratio, Nb-Ti fiber diameter, size of the bulk copper
(or the placement of fibers) and spacing between the filaments must be determined and
controlled. Since the relationship between these geometry parameters and wire performance
has not been clearly understood, it is necessary to evaluate the geometry of the wire from a
basic research point of view.
Figure 2.6 shows a cross section geometry of a typical wire sample. It is different from

most engineering composites in that there are two matrix regions: the bulk copper matrix

and interfilamentary copper matrix (between the fibers in Nb-Ti assembly region).
Examining the geometries of the samples by optical microscopy and image analysis, we
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find that there are two factors affecting sample geometry: the variability of fiber geometry

(size and shape of fibers) and the placement of fibers within the composite which
determines the geometry of bulk copper and interfilamentary copper.

Bulk Copper

Interfilamentary Copper

Nb-Ti fibers

Figure 2.6 Cross section geometry of a typical sample wire

Although significant measurement errors exist in both image analysis results and
microscope results, we can still get some useful information from geometry measurements.

Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) show histograms of the diameter and cross section area of HTA37.5 gm fibers obtained from image analysis. The shape and the size of the fibers is not
uniform and the scatter in fiber diameter and area are significant. The average diameter of
the samples is about 38 gm and the standard deviation is about 2.8 gm; the average cross
section area of the samples is about 924 gm2 and the corresponding standard deviation is
about 97 gm2. There exist a few outliers in both diameter and the cross section area data of
the samples.
Table 2.2 shows the measured copper to superconductor ratio and the spacing between

the fibers for some samples, where IFCu/SC denotes the volume ratio of interfilamentary
copper to superconductor (equal to the volume of interfilamentary copper divided by total
volume of superconductor). We can see that large uncertainties exist in the IFCu/SC ratio

and the fiber spacing. The uncertainty in fiber spacing is about the same as the fiber
diameter uncertainty. It is not surprising that IFCu/SC ratio uncertainty is larger than the
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fiber cross section area uncertainty, since IFCu/SC ratio is related to the fiber area as well
as the interfilamentary copper area.
Table 2.2 Geometry measurements for some HTA samples
Nominal Wire

Nominal

Measured

Measured

Diameter (in)

Fiber

Fiber Spacing

Cu/SC

(µm)

Ratio

Diameter (um)

Measured

IFCu/SC
Ratio

0.182

37.5

7.5±0.5

1.47±0.1

0.6±0.1

0.115

23.7

4.3±0.6

1.47±0.1

0.6±0.1

0.072

14.9

2.9±0.4

1.47±0.1

0.6±0.1

of
30 Number
Samples

(a)

20
10

0

30
40
Diameter (gm)

20

50

Number of

30 Samples

(b)

20
10

0

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Area (lam2)

Figure 2.7 Geometry histograms of HTA-37.5 tm fibers: (a) Diameter (b) Area
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3. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF Nb-Ti FIBERS

The mechanical behavior of engineering fibers has been studied for a while140-551.
However, very little work has been done on metal fibers, and research on the mechanical
behavior of superconductor fibers is almost non-existent. Previous work on the mechanical

behavior of Nb-Ti is mostly based on relatively big samples[4] and only limited
experimental data exists. In order to study the mechanical behavior of Cu/Nb-Ti
composites, a thorough understanding of the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti filaments is
necessary.
In this chapter, we are going to present experimental data on some Nb-Ti alloys and a
large number of Nb-Ti fibers extracted from a series of multifilament composite wires.

Fiber characteristics examined in the experiment include hardness, Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio, yield strength and ultimate strength. Mechanical behavior of fine filament
Nb-Ti was studied under two different processing treatments.

3.1 Poisson's Ratio

In order to get necessary material data for theoretical modeling and have a better
understanding of the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti superconducting composites, the
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of some Nb-Ti alloys were measured by an "impulse

response analysis" method. The measurements were performed on a Grind-o-Sonic
Instrument which indirectly measures modulus by evaluating vibrational characteristics of
mechanically stimulated specimens. This method allows the same sample to be measured
over and over again until reasonable repeatability is achieved.

Table 3.1 summarizes this measurement. Figure 3.1 shows the measurement of Nb-Ti

alloy Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio versus composition. We can see that the
Young's modulus of Nb-Ti alloys decreases as the weight percent Ti increases. Though the

Poisson's ratio of Nb-Ti alloy is a weak function of composition, it seems that the
Poisson's ratio increases a little as the weight percent Ti increases.
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Table 3.1 Modulus and Poisson's ratio measurement for some Nb-Ti alloys
(data in brackets are standard deviation)

Lot number

Composition

591935

Nb46.5Ti

76.34 (1.21)

0.296 (0.011)

595741

Nb47Ti

72.58 (2.01)

0.296 (0.023)

595525

Nb53.5Ti

65.76 (1.98)

0.311 (0.020)

595540

Nb55Ti

62.89 (1.30)

0.317 (0.011)

Young's Modulus (GPa)

Young's Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson's Ratio

45.0

Poisson's Ratio

I

47.5

I

50.0

I

52.5

I

55.0

57.5

composition (wt % Ti)

Figure 3.1 Nb-Ti Alloy Modulus and Poisson's Ratio Versus Composition

3.2 Hardness

Micro-hardness testing was carried out using a Vickers hardness tester on the large
filament samples. Figure 3.2 shows the Vickers hardness versus true strain during wire
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processing. The curve shows the hardness increases as the wire strain increases, cold work
consistently increases the filament hardness. The first heat treatments increase the hardness
of the filaments by 6%-12%, due to precipitation of new a-Ti precipitates. The second and
third heat treatments decrease the hardness of the filaments slightly (about 2%-4%), as the

Nb-Ti cold work anneals out, even though precipitation is still increasing[57]. This also
indicates that for both heat treatments, the majority of a-Ti precipitation occurs during the
first heat treatment. It is clear that the higher temperature heat treatment consistently shows

a lower hardness value than the low temperature heat treatment. The most probable
explanation for this is that the higher temperature heat treatment provides more recovery
from strain hardening, lowering the matrix strength.

300 -

280
260 -

240
220 -

200
180

2

3

4

True Strain

Figure 3.2 Fiber VHN Versus True Strain (LII,III-First, second and third heat
treatment. Lines are only guides to the eyes.)

3.3 Tensile test results

About 600 Nb-Ti fiber samples have been tensile tested in this work. The main results

are summarized in Table 3.2. The results show that there is a heat treatment effect on the
strength and the Young's modulus of the fibers. The heat treatment reduces the ultimate
strength of the samples by about 6%-11%. We can also see that there exists differences in
mechanical behavior for different heat treatment; the higher the heat treatment temperature,

the lower the strength. This is consistent with data in reference [4] showing the change in
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tensile strength of Nb-Ti alloys as a function of Nb content. The higher temperature heat
treatment produces more a-Ti precipitates, thereby increasing the matrix Nb composition.
However heat treatment effects become insignificant as the fiber size reduces because of the
larger effect of strain hardening and the experimental uncertainties.

Table 3.2. Tensile Test Results For Individual Nb-Ti Fibers.
Numbers in the brackets are number of samples after rejecting the damaged samples.
(bht = Before Heat Treatment, aht = After Heat Treatment, S.D. = Standard Deviation)
Fiber Nominal

Number

UTS

Diameter

of

(108N/m2)

(II-m)

HTA

HTB

Samples Mean

Young's Modulus
S. D.

Yield Strength

(1010N/m2)
Mean

S. D.

(108N/m2)
Mean

S. D.

119.6 (bht)

30(28)

8.51

0.30

8.12

0.55

7.13

0.1

119.6 (aht)

30(30)

7.66

0.17

8.69

0.65

6.21

0.3

67 (bht)

30(27)

9.34

0.57

8.10

0.31

7.39

0.37

67 (aht)

30(28)

8.72

0.34

8.50

0.23

6.48

0.30

37.5(aht)

150(136)

10.72

0.67

9.07

0.42

8.63

0.41

24 (aht)

20(19)

12.77

0.43

9.24

0.63

11.19

0.90

15 (aht)

20(17)

13.27

0.56

9.26

0.42

10.92

0.81

9 (aht)

20(15)

15.87

0.87

119.6 (bht)

30(30)

8.15

0.18

8.79

0.98

6.70

0.35

119.6 (aht)

30(30)

7.00

0.25

9.09

0.60

5.75

0.23

67 (bht)

30(29)

8.73

0.49

9.10

0.17

7.12

0.41

67 (aht)

30(27)

7.74

0.20

9.70

0.21

6.22

0.23

37.5(aht)

50(46)

10.03

0.37

9.28

0.44

9.30

0.51

24 (aht)

20(18)

12.32

0.56

9.15

0.60

11.02

0.51

15 (aht)

20(16)

13.14

0.87

9.28

0.43

11.27

1.11

9 (aht)

20(14)

15.56

0.97

a) Ultimate strength

Figure 3.3 shows the ultimate strength versus true strain. It shows that the ultimate
strength increases approximately linearly with true strain and there is no saturation of UTS.
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0 HTA
--

3.0

I

4.0

I

6.0

5.I0

7.0

8.0

--

HTB

9.0

True Strain

Figure 3.3. UTS of Nb-Ti fibers Versus True Strain

Number of
20 Samples

10

_ft
8

9

10
11
UTS (108N/m2)

12

13

Figure 3.4 Strength histograms of HTA-37.5 i.tm fibers
(Number of samples=80, average=10.72*108N/m2)

Figure 3.4 shows the strength histogram of HTA-37.5 gm fibers. The strength was
calculated from the load and the average area of the fibers, so this figure actually represents

the breaking load distribution. Compared with the geometry histograms in Figure 2.7, we
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can see that the scatter in the breaking loads is only slightly larger than the scatter in the

fiber geometry. The main source of variation in fiber loads comes from geometry
variations. Although more experimental data and studies are needed to get the exact strength

distribution of the fibers, Figure 3.4 gives us a general picture of the statistical
characteristics of the fiber strength.

b) Young's modulus

Fiber Young's modulus is determined by the method described in Appendix B.
Because the system compliance correction depends on so many factors, the absolute value
of the Young's modulus may not be accurate, but the relative values are instructive. We can
see from Table 3.2 and Figure 3.5 that heat treatments increase the Young's modulus of the

samples and the higher the heat treatment temperature, the higher the Young's modulus.
This is in agreement with Fig. 3-16 of reference [4] which shows the Young's modulus
of Nb-Ti alloys increases as the atomic percent Nb increases. After forming the a-Ti
precipitates, the atomic percent Nb in the matrix increases, the more precipitates, the higher
the atomic percent Nb in matrix and hence the higher the Young's modulus.

The effect of cold work on the fiber Young's modulus is not significant.
E (1010N/m2)
14.0

0 HTA

12.0 -

- - -e- - - HTB

10.0 -

8.0 6.0 -

30

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

80

True Strain

Figure 3.5 Young's modulus versus true strain
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c) Yield strength

The yield strength is very important for the superconductor manufacturers, since it
determines the deformation forces required for processing. Unfortunately, few yield
strength data exist for Nb-Ti fibers and the yield strength of Nb-Ti fibers as function of
processing is almost non-existent. Because the Nb-Ti fibers do not exhibit obvious
yielding, the determination of the yield strength is difficult.

Though we expect the uncertainties resulting from the "derivative method" as described

in chapter 2 will be bigger than conventional methods because of the additional uncertainty

in getting the derivative, the results on the yield strength are still in a good trend, as Figure

3.6 shows. There is a heat treatment effect on the yield strength of the fibers. Heat
treatment reduces the yield strength of the samples by about 12%-14%. Cold work
consistently increases the yield strength of the fibers, and the yield strength increases
approximately linearly with true strain. But when the true strain is larger than about 6.5, it

seems there is no effect on the yield strength for further cold work, there is a saturation of
yield strength.

0-- HTA
- - -e- -

30

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

80

True Strain

Figure 3.6 Yield strength versus True strain

HTB
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3.4 Conclusions

Tensile tests and hardness tests have been done on single Nb-Ti fibers to study the
elastic mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti filament. Meaningful and suitable ways to
measure the yield strength of Nb-Ti fibers have been developed, and the ASTM standard
method on the determination of Young's modulus has been modified to analyze the
experiment data. The following findings conclude this chapter:

Heat treatments change the mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti fibers. The first heat
treatment increases the hardness of the fibers, the further heat treatments reduce the
hardness of the fibers. The second and third heat treatments reduce the yield strength and
the ultimate strength while increasing the Young's modulus of the fibers. This is consistent
with changes in the matrix composition as a-Ti precipitates form during heat treatment and
cold work anneals.

Cold work does not have significant effect on the Young's modulus of the Nb-Ti
fibers. As we can see from Fig.3, there might be a small cold work effect, but it was not
significant and was obscured by the experiment error.

Cold work has significant effect on the hardness, yield strength and ultimate strength of

the fibers. As the extent of cold work increases, the hardness, yield strength and ultimate
strength of the fibers increase. There is no saturation of ultimate strength, but a saturation
of yield strength is seen at the true strain around 7. The effect of cold work depends on the
effect of heat treatment; there exist interaction effects of cold work and heat treatment, but

the cold work is much more effective in increasing the yield strength than are the heat
treatments.

The geometries of the fibers (shape, diameter and the area) and the mechanical
properties of the fibers are not very uniform. They scatter wider than conventional tensile
samples and follow a statistical distribution with a width of about 20%. The details of the

distributions and the relations between the mechanical behavior and the geometry
distributions require further study.
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4. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF COPPER MATRICES

4.1 Behavior of Bulk Copper

Copper has been used as wire and cable since about 2000 to 3000 BC. It is one of the
most widely used engineering materials. Since the mechanical properties of the copper are
available from various handbooks and literature, the mechanical behavior of the copper
matrix are described only briefly in this chapter. There are two matrix regions in the Nb-Ti
superconducting composites: bulk copper and interfilamentary copper (see Figure 2.6). Our

study shows that the mechanical behavior of the bulk copper and interfilamentary copper

are very different. We are primarily interested in the mechanical behavior of
interfilamentary copper.

Micro-hardness testing was carried out using a Vickers hardness tester on the bulk
copper. Figure 4.1 shows the Vickers hardness number (VHN) of bulk copper versus true
strain during wire processing.

VHN(kg /mm2)

0 HTA
- - -e- - -

I

2

I

4

I

6

True Strain

1

8

HTB

10

Figure 4.1. VHN of Bulk copper Versus True Strain (I,II,III-First,
second and third heat treatment. Lines are only guides to the eyes.)
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From Figure 4.1 we can see that heat treatment reduces the bulk copper hardness
dramatically and the hardness of the copper increases slightly as the extent of coldwork
increases. It is well established that the strength of copper saturates after small amounts of
cold work. The processing strain for these wires is larger than the saturation value of cold
work for copper, so that the copper hardness appears to be a weak function of cold work.

4.2 Behavior of Interfilamentary Copper

To study the mechanical behavior of interfilamentary copper, micro-hardness was
measured versus position as Figure 4.2 shows, where zero position is chosen as the middle

point of the interfilamentary copper. We can see from this figure that the closer the
interfilamentary copper to the Nb-Ti fiber the higher the hardness of interfilamentary
copper. The hardness of interfilamentary copper drops to a minimum at the middle point of

the interfilamentary copper and reaches a maximum at the edge of the interfilamentary

copper. This figure gives us a picture that the hardness and the strength of the
interfilamentary copper will increase as the filament spacing decreases. To test this, the
interfilamentary copper strength was deduced from the strength of Nb-Ti fibers, the bulk
copper and the composite wires using the mixtures law with three components, since the
small spacing of fine wires makes the direct hardness measurement impossible.

240 200 160 120 80

I

-0.2

I

-0.1

I

0

I

0.1

0.I2

Position (mm)

Figure 4.2 VHN of interfilamentary copper versus position
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Table 4.1 shows the results on the interfilamentary copper strength and the
corresponding spacing. We can see from it that the interfilamentary copper strength
increases as the wire size decreases. The decreasing wire size corresponds to a similar

decrease in the filament spacing. Some researchers[17-18] have shown that the
strengthening of "in-situ" fiber reinforced Cu-Nb composites follows a Hall-Petch
relationship with filament spacing. That is, the strength of the composites adin MPa), was
found to be a function of filament spacing, S(in gm), as
= 65 + 1000 S -1/2
It is very difficult to get quantitative conclusions from our experimental results, because

of limited samples and the large experimental error. But limited data still give us some
useful conclusions and the qualitative results are instructive: as the filament spacing
becomes very small, the interfilamentary copper becomes plastically constrained by the
stronger Nb-Ti filaments. The multi-axial state of stress in the interfilamentary copper
retards its deformation and hence increases its effective strength. The smaller the filament
spacing, the larger the plastic constraint on the copper, and the higher its effective strength.
When the spacing gets very small, the effective strength of interfilamentary copper
approaches the tensile strength of the Nb-Ti [58]. If we plot interfilamentary copper strength

versus the reciprocal of the square root of interfilamentary spacing as Figure 4.3, we can
see that there might exist a similar Hall-Petch relationship between interfilamentary copper
strength and the filament spacing.

4.3 Conclusions

The copper matrix in the Cu/Nb-Ti superconducting composites is heavily strain
hardened, so that the copper hardness appears to be a weak function of cold work.
Heat treatments reduce the bulk copper hardness dramatically.

The smaller the filament spacing, the higher the interfilament copper strength. There
may exist a similar Hall-Petch relationship between interfilamentary copper strength and the
filament spacing.
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Table 4.1 UTS of interfilamentary copper

Wire

Diameter (in)

HTA

HTB

Fiber Spacing (_tm)

UTS

Mean

S.D.

0.1819

7.5

0.5

5.5±0.9

0.115

4.3

0.6

6.7±0.9

0.072

2.9

0.4

6.8±0.9

0.1819

7.4

0.3

5.2±0.9

0.115

4.4

0.4

7.0±0.9

0.072

3.0

0.5

7.6±0.9

(108N/m2)

.

Interfilamentary Cu
UTS (108N/m2)

HTA

HTB

9
8

7
6
5

4

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

l/sqrt (S)

Figure 4.3 Interfilamentary copper strength versus 1/(spacing)2

0.60
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5. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF Nb-Ti COMPOSI'T'E

5.1 Introduction
As can be seen from the literature review, previous work on the mechanical behavior of

Nb-Ti superconducting composites has been performed on wires with large filament
diameters, large interfilament spacing and small number of filaments. Only limited
experimental data have been gotten for small spacing samples[58I, and little work has been

published on superconducting composite mechanical behavior as a function of composite

geometry. As a part of our research on the mechanics of Nb-Ti superconducting
composites, this chapter presents the experimental results on the mechanical behavior of
Nb-Ti superconducting composites. Samples used for this research have relatively large
number of filaments and a distinct processing schedule.

Two sets of samples were tested to study the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti
composites. The test variables in both sets of samples include: a) overall Cu/SC ratios; b)
final wire diameters; c) the spacing between the fibers; and d) processing schedules.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.1(a) shows experimental stress-strain curves of the Cu/Nb-Ti composite
system. It reveals several characteristics: (1) the fibers do not show obvious yielding when
tested individually, (2) the composite yielding point is difficult to define, the curve shows a
continuous change in slope, and (3) the fracture strain of the composite is slightly bigger

than that of the fibers, because the copper matrix seals the microscopic surface
imperfections of the fibers, reducing the stress intensity factor.

Although the composite yielding point is not obvious, the micro-yielding of the fibers
happens long before macro-yielding, as mentioned in chapter 2. The yield strength of the
composite wires can be estimated in several ways, depending on the application and safety

requirements of the wires. We can use a standard offset method, or define the yielding
point of the composite wires as the point of component yielding (either matrix yielding or
fiber yielding). We have chosen to measure the composite yield strain as the fiber microyielding strain as Figure 5.1(b) shows.
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Figure 5.1 (a) Stress-Strain curves of a 0.1819" diameter wire and components. (b)
derivative curves of the Nb-Ti fiber and the composite wire from (a). (a=stress, e =strain).

Experimental results on the first set of composite samples are summarized in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2 shows the effect of processing on the ultimate strength of Nb-Ti composite
wires (constructed from Table 5.1). We can see that as the true strain increases, the ultimate
strength of the composites increases, there seems no saturation of ultimate strength.

Figure 5.3 shows the yield strength of Nb-Ti composite wires versus true strain(also

constructed from Table 5.2). As the true strain increases, the yield strength of the
composites increase, but a saturation of yield strength happens at a drawing strain of about

6.5. Figure 5.4 shows the Young's modulus of Nb-Ti composite wire versus true strain, it
seems that cold work does not have significant effect on the Young's modulus of the Nb-Ti
wires.
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Table 5.1 Experimental Results on Composite Wires (Sample set I)

UTS (ksi)

Wire

Size (in)

HTA

HTB

Mean

S. D.

E (msi)
Mean

as (ksi)
S. D.

Mean

S. D.

0.1819

7.13

0.06

10.01

0.23

6.51

0.26

0.115

8.30

0.06

9.49

0.60

7.21

0.40

0.072

8.38

0.07

9.28

0.79

6.96

0.64

0.045

8.89

0.09

9.87

0.68

6.96

0.71

0.032

8.89

0.41

9.70

0.41

7.42

0.41

0.1819

6.72

0.07

9.99

0.80

6.18

0.45

0.115

8.12

0.06

9.61

0.61

6.84

0.25

0.072

8.60

0.06

9.62

0.93

6.91

0.46

0.045

9.12

0.26

9.62

0.86

7.22

0.48

0.032

9.23

0.41

9.83

0.52

7.02

0.57
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Figure 5.2 Cu/Nb-Ti composite wire UTS versus true strain
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Figure 5.3 Cu/Nb-Ti composite wire yield strength versus true strain.
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Figure 5.4 Cu/Nb-Ti composite Young's modulus versus true strain.
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The main results for composite samples are that the strength of the composite wire
increases as wire size decreases (true strain increases). There are several reasons to explain
this: (1) as described in last chapter, the interfilamentary copper strength increases as fiber
spacing decreases; (2) the crack growth path was blocked by fibers, as spacing decreases
(fiber density increases), the crack growth resistance increases; (3) total amount of interface
increased, the efficiency of stress transfer from the matrix to fiber is enhanced by the
increase of the interface, and the load bearing capacity of the fiber is increased.
fiber

I
crack

Figure 5.5 Crack growth in composite

Experimental results on the second set of composite samples are as Table 5.2 shows.
From this table, the same conclusions can be gotten for the processing effects. Cold work
increases the strength of the composites but does not significantly change the Young's
Modulus of the composite.

Figure 5.6 shows the effect of Cu/SC ratio on the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti
composite wires, as the Cu/SC ratio increases, the yield strength and the ultimate strength
of the composite wires decrease, the Young's modulus increases.

5.3 Conclusions
Mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti composite wire is a function of component geometry,

component properties and the processing used to optimize Nb-Ti superconducting
properties. The stress-strain curve of the composite wire shows a continuous change in
slope, and the fracture strain of the composite is slightly bigger than that of the fibers. As
the Cu/SC ratio increases, the yield strength and the ultimate strength of the composite
wires decrease, and the Young's modulus increases. Cold work increases the strength of
the composites but does not significantly change the Young's Modulus of the composite.
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Figure 5.6 Cu/Nb-Ti composite UTS and Young's modulus versus Cu/SC ratio

Table 5.2 Partial Results on Composite Wires (Sample set 11)
UTS (ksi)

Wire

Size (in)

B820

973-1-1

973-2-1

Mean

S. D.

0.026

9.42

0.19

0.053

9.30

0.19

0.145

7.58

0.026

as (ksi)

E (msi)
Mean

S. D.

Mean

S. D.

8.22

0.68

7.69

0.47

0.08

5.40

0.66

9.09

0.18

7.42

0.41

0.053

8.68

0.07

6.91

0.71

0.145

7.45

0.14

4.91

0.46

0.026

8.61

0.18

6.99

0.51

0.053

7.78

0.12

6.51

0.48

0.145

6.56

0.10

4.66

0.57

8.79

9.96

10.44

0.9

0.7

0.61

PART II THEORETICAL MODELS
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6. INTRODUCTION OF THEORETICAL MODELS

To analyze the mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti superconducting composites theoretically,

a mathematical model of the composite must first be formulated. There have been various

theories for predicting mechanical behavior of unidirectional fibrous composites. The
mathematical complexity of the analysis varies and various assumptions underlying these
theories are not always explicitly stated. These assumptions tend to be unrealistic in order
to simplify the physical state of the composites and thereby result in an unsatisfactory
correlation with experimental data. In an attempt to obtain better theory-experiment
correlation, some investigators introduce correction factors. In this sense, application of
these theories becomes a matter of the user's familiarity with them.

In developing a theoretical model, there is a trade off between simplicity and accuracy.
Depending on the applications, there can be various kinds of theoretical models. Nb-Ti

superconducting composites have unique geometry and component properties and there is
no suitable theoretical model that can be used directly to describe mechanical behavior of

Nb-Ti superconducting composites. In the theoretical part of this thesis, several types of
theoretical models representing existing approaches have been developed for Nb-Ti
superconducting composites and the preliminary results are presented. Though they are
developed to approximately describe mechanical behavior of Nb-Ti composites, they can be
extended to broader fields of composite materials by suitable modifications.
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7. TENSILE FAILURE MODEL

7.1 Strength of Materials Analysis
Let us first analyze the tensile failure process of the Nb-Ti composite by simple strength

of materials method. In order to evaluate the mechanical behavior of the Cu/Nb-Ti
composite system, we hypothetically combine all fibers and all matrix and replace the
actual material with the model shown in Figure 7.1(a). The model consists of two parallel
bars joined to rigid end plates. Let F and A denote force and area; C, a and E denote strain,
stress and Young's modulus; Subscripts c, f, m denote composite, fibers and matrix. Then
we have the following relations:
The axial strain of the composite is equal to those of the fibers and matrix:

ec=Ef=em

(7.1)

The total force and the nominal stress in the composite is:
Fe = 6fAf+ 6mAm

Fc
cAc

(7.2)

In the elastic range (Ec < El, see Figure 7.1 b),
Gf
Gm
Ef = 'Et. anu Em =
...,

(7.3)

Combining eqs.(7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), we get the Young's modulus of the composite
as:

Ee =

(Ye

Af
Am
= iTiEf +
Em
Ac

(7.3)

If we further simplify that both fiber and the matrix are ideal elastic-plastic materials as

Figure 7.1(b) shows, then the stress-strain curve of the composite will show two transition
points. The matrix will yield first as long as aEffs > aEmms (6s denote yield strength).
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Figure 7.1 Simplified Model of Cu/Nb-Ti Composite:

(a) Physical Model (b) Stress-Strain Curves

The nominal stresses corresponding to the transition points can be derived by the
strength of materials method as:
Point 1 (matrix yields, Gm = Gms):
Gcsi =

AAf

Ef

Am ,,v

Em + Ac )rns

(7.4)

Point 2 (fiber yield, Gm= 5ms and Of = Gfs)
6cs2

Af

Am_

OfS+ -UA MS

(7.5)

Equations (7.3) and (7.5) are actually the "rule of mixtures", where Ac =Vf, Am =Vm.
Using the rule of mixtures, the strength of unidirectional fiber composites is estimated as:
Gc = MVO 6mVm

(7.6)

where G and V denote strength and volume fraction. The rule of mixtures assumes that the
strength of the composite is given by the volumetric contributions of the strength of the two
phases, the strength of the individual fibers are equal, and fibers break simultaneously.

Figure 7.2 shows ultimate strength of the Nb-Ti composite wire versus Cu/SC ratio.
Both experiment and mixtures law show the ultimate strength decreases as Cu/SC ratio
increases; ultimate strength predicted by the mixtures law is lower than the experimental
values by 5 -10%.
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Figure 7.2 Ultimate strength of Nb-Ti composites versus Cu/SC ratio

The actual material behaviors are not ideal elastic-plastic as we assumed in the mixtures

law, but are as shown in Figure 7.3. Fibers are linearly elastic up to the yield point, the

matrix shows obvious yielding, and both show slight strain hardening. A better
approximation would be to assume the materials are elastic linear work-hardening.
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Figure 7.3 Experimental Stress-Strain curves of the components: (a) fiber (b) matrix
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The strength of materials analysis simplifies what would otherwise be a very complex

analysis. The external results obtained and the "rule of mixtures' expressions for the
ultimate strength do represent a relatively good engineering approximation. But the details
of the internal behavior, such as interface behavior, the effective interfilamentary copper
strength, the strength distribution of the fibers, etc. are not described.

7.2 Statistical Model

Though the "rule of mixtures" is simple and gives a composite strength that is close to

the experimental value, the assumptions behind it are not always met, since most of the
fibers are very brittle and has a wide scatter in their tensile strength. For example, the
experimental results on the Nb-Ti fiber loads exhibit a large scatter (see Figure 3.4), and so
there is no unique value of af to be substituted into equation (7.6). A statistical approach is
called for in the description of the strength characteristics of these individual fibers.
The application of statistical strength theories to a composite involves at least two steps.

The first is to obtain a probability distribution function which adequately describes the
strength characteristics of the individual fibers. The second step is to obtain statistical
strength relationships for a group of these fibers and incorporate them into an actual
composite, which involves accounting for the contribution of the matrix to the composite.
Suppose the copper matrix is perfectly plastic or the extent of matrix strain hardening is

negligible. Beyond the yield stress, the matrix can accommodate additional strain but can

not carry any additional loads. Thus, all additional loads are carried by the fibers and the
strength of Cu/Nb-Ti composite is controlled by the strength of the Nb-Ti fibers.

We assume that the strength of the brittle fibers is limited by the presence of
microcracks, or flaws, distributed throughout the specimen. Fracture occurs when the local
stress at the tip of a flaw exceeds a certain critical stress necessary to break the interatomic

bonds. If it is further assumed that the flaws are distributed in a random manner and are
noninteracting, then the fiber may be divided into a chain of / links, each of unit length.
When the stress at the root of a microcrack in any link reaches the theoretical cohesive
strength, fracture occurs. It is thus evident that the most severe crack determines the failure
of the entire fiber, and the strength of the chain equals the strength of the weakest link.
If Psi and Psu denote the probability of survival for a fiber of length / and a fiber of unit
length respectively, then
Ps/ = (Psu)1
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The fiber gage length affects the strength of the fiber. However, the fiber strength is a
complicated function of fiber gage length and the weakest link theorem is valid for static
loading. When the stress distribution along the specimen is changing with time, as in high
strain-rate loading, the weakest link hypothesis can not be applied without modification.

Some researchers have studied the strength distribution properties and the gage length
effect on the strength of other fibers, most of the work has been based on Weibull's work
[56]. The probability of fiber fracture Pf can be expressed as:

Pf = 1- exp[-Lfg(a)ds]

where g(a) is a function of the stress distribution, and L is the fiber gage length. The
probability of survival of a fiber is given by
Ps = 1 Pf = exp[-Lfg(a)ds]

Some researchers[55] found that both normal and Weibull distributions gave similar

results. In order to get accurate probability distributions of fiber strength, enormous
numbers of test data are needed to get distribution parameters. We have done a fair amount

of testing on Nb-Ti fibers, as described in Part I of this thesis. These experimental data are
not enough for us to perform accurate statistical analysis, but they do give us some general
picture of the statistical characteristics of fiber strength.

Figure 3.4 shows a histogram of fiber strength. By inputting our experimental data to a
statistical software such as STATGRAPHIC, we found that either a normal distribution or

a Weibull distribution can roughly describe the fiber strength distribution. Figure H-1
shows the gage length effects on the ultimate strength of the fibers. From that figure we can
see that the gage length has no significant effect on the ultimate strength of the fibers within
any small range of gage length, but when the gage length changes from 10 mm to 60 mm,
we can see the significant decrease in the ultimate strength of the fibers. Figure H -2 shows

the effect of strain rate on the strength of the fibers, we can see from this figure that strain
rate does not have significant effect on the ultimate strength of the fiber, but it seems that a
slightly higher yield strength results from higher strain rate.
Though we are unable to set up the statistical model experimentally due to limitations of

time and samples, we have developed a computer model which takes the statistical
characteristics of the Nb-Ti fibers into account to simulate the tensile failure process.

The physical situation has been described above, the strength of the fibers is limited by
the presence of microcracks, they are randomly and noninteractively distributed throughout
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the specimen. Fracture occurs when the local stress at the tip of a flaw exceeds a certain
critical stress necessary to break the interatomic bonds. The fiber may be divided into a
chain of / links, each of unit length. When the stress at the root of a microcrack in any link
reaches the theoretical cohesive strength, fracture of the fiber occurs.
At some applied stress the weakest link in the weakest fiber will fail, and the break of
the links happens randomly throughout the composite, both along a fiber and among the
fibers. The initial break can be locally accommodated and the load carried by other fibers.
When enough fibers break, the composite wire fracture takes place.
Along a fiber, we use a series model, i.e. the weakest link determines the failure of the

entire fiber. Among the fibers, we use a parallel model, and the composite strength is
determined by the statistical accumulation of fiber fractures. The wire failure point is
assumed to be reached when random fiber breaks have weakened one cross section of the
composite so that it can no longer sustain the applied load. In the model, each layer of
composite is considered to possess a given thickness, which can be chosen as the fiber
critical length. The composite was assumed to be composed of a series of layers, each
consisting of a bundle of fibers embedded in the matrix.

The computer model was executed by running a C program. Figure 7.4 shows a
simplified flow chart of the model. A "For" loop was used to simulate the gradual
increasing of the applied strain and a random number was generated which simulates the
random breaking of any fiber. In the randomly selected section, at each level of applied

strain, the following things are done by the model: (1) fiber stress and fiber strength
distributions are generated and each fiber is assigned a stress value and a strength value
which is picked from its distribution; (2) a comparison of fiber stress with fiber strength for

each individual fiber is made, if stress

strength, the fiber breaks; (3) check how many

fibers have been broken in a given section. Fiber breaking will result in a stress
concentration. When enough fibers have been broken in a given cross section, the

composite wire will continue to break only in that section. If the composite wire does not
break, a higher strain level is generated and the process repeated.

In the model, fixed parameters are the mean value and standard deviation of the fiber
strength and stress, matrix strength and total number of fibers. The strength and stress
distribution is generated by using experimentally determined data, assuming it follows a
normal distribution. The adjustable parameters are the total gage length (by changing the
number of random layers), the number of surviving fibers defining failure, and the critical
number of surviving fibers defining the broken section. These parameters were adjusted to
give a reasonable fit with the experimental data. In the following results, number of random
layers was chosen as 100, and Nf = 200.
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Figure 7.4 Flowchart of the Statistical Model (Nc= number of comparisons,
Ns = number of surviving fibers, Np = critical number of surviving fibers)
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7.3 Results and Discussions

Figure 7.5 shows the generated stress distribution and strength distribution. The stress

was calculated by Hook's law at strain level of 0.013 using the generated Young's
modulus distribution. Mean values and the standard deviations of the Young's modulus
and the strength distributions are determined from experiments.
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Table 7.1 shows the results of the computer simulations, compared with the
experimental results and the rule of mixtures. The model gives a better prediction of the
ultimate strength of the composite wire than the rule of mixtures.

Table 7.1. Results of the Statistical Model

(Sample: HTA, Unit of UTS=108N/m2)
Sample
Diameter

UTS

From

UTS From

UTS From

"Rule of

Computer

Simulation

(in)

Experiment

Mixtures"

0.182

7.13

4.88

7.32

0.115

8.3

7.47

8.06

0.072

8.39

7.67

8.20

0.045

8.89

8.72

9.22

Referring to Figure 7.6, the surviving probability of the fiber can be expressed as:
+00
+.0
Ps = f fs(s) f ft(t)dtds
-00

S

fs(s), ft(t)
Stress
Distribution
fs(s)

Strenth
Distribution
ft(t)

t, s
Figure 7.6 Strength and stress distribution
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It follows that the ultimate strength of the composite wire depends on not only the
magnitudes of mean stress and strength but also the distributions of stress and strength. By
running the model, we found that the composite strength increases as the scatter of fiber
strength decreases. Figure 7.7 shows that the composite strength decreases almost linearly
as fiber strength standard deviation increases (where mean value of fiber strength is fixed,

(J.

and fiber strength deviation was changed from 0.2x108 N/m2 to 2.2x108 N/m2 ).
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Figure 7.7 Effect of fiber strength scatter on composite strength (sample: HTA-0.182")

Figure 7.8 shows the simulated and the experimental stress-strain curves of Nb-Ti
composite wire. We can see that the simulated curve is close to the experiment.

The computer model is very useful when we want to study various factors affecting the

mechanical behavior of the composite wire. It is much cheaper and easier to do the
computer experiments than to do real experiments. Although the present model is abstract
and simplified, the primitive results of the present model are still instructive and the precise
model can be obtained by modifying and improving the present model.
As mentioned at the chapter 6, most theories predict mechanical properties which are in
reasonable agreement with experimental data after corrections. However, we should bear in

mind that there are many factors affecting the results and a lot of limitations to the
theoretical model. There exists a trade off between simplicity and accuracy in developing or

choosing a theoretical model. For example, the rule of mixtures is very simple and easy to
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Figure 7.8 Simulated and Experimental Stress-Strain Curves (sample:HTA-0.182")
use, but the assumptions it is based on are not always true. The computer model developed
above has better theory-experiment correlation and physical meaning, but there are several
limitations: (1) the interface behavior between the fibers and the matrix was not accounted
for in the model; (2) the number of broken fibers defining the composite failure was only

roughly defined, and the relationship between stress concentration and broken fibers not
studied. (3) the accuracy of the model depends on how close is the generated random
number to the real randomness. Because of limited time, a lot of work are left for future

development. This might include the function between the stress concentration and the
broken fibers, the interfacial behaviors, the critical number of broken fibers, etc. For a
complete model, we recommend incorporating all these factors to model the tensile failure
process of practical superconducting composite wires.

7.4 Conclusions

Tensile failure process of Nb-Ti composite wires is a statistical accumulation of fiber
fractures. The strength of the composite wire not only depends on the mean value but also
on the distribution width of fiber stress and strength; the composite strength increases as
the scatter of fiber strength decreases. In spite of limitations of the model, tensile failure
results predicted by computer model are in good agreement with experimental results.
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8. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

In the last chapter, we have studied the tensile failure process of Nb-Ti superconducting

composites. It is a simplified one dimensional study, but the true behavior of Nb-Ti
composites is three dimensional. In order to get a better understanding of the mechanical
behavior of Nb-Ti superconducting composites, more detailed studies are needed. The NbTi composite contains two matrix regions, let us first study the local Nb-Ti assembly region
or call it micro-mechanical analysis. In chapter 8, we are going to study the macro in-plane
behavior, which considers both Nb-Ti assembly and bulk copper.

The triaxial stress state and the hexagonal shaped fibers make the micro-in-plane
analysis complicated, and no solutions have been found in the literature for a hexagonal
array of hexagonal fibers. A similar problem of round fibers in a hexagonal array has been
treated by Piehler[391 using a Fourier series technique. The Fourier series approach seems

to have some computational difficulties which limit the range of practical parameters that
may be examined. Using the finite element method, we are able to tackle this problem with

less math difficulties. COSMOSM was chosen to do the finite element analysis. A
verification calculation has been carried out on Piehler's model and the results are in good
agreement with his analytical solution.

8.1 Basics of Finite Element Analysis

The finite element method has two basic features. First, a geometrically complex
domain of the problem is represented as a collection of geometrically simple subdomains,
called finite elements, which can be in various geometries, shapes and sizes, depending
on the needs. Second, over each finite element the approximation functions are derived
using the basic idea that any continuous function can be represented by a linear combination

of algebraic polynomials. The approximation functions are derived using concepts from
interpolation theory, and are therefore called interpolation functions.
Using a two dimensional problem as an example, the basic steps of the finite element
method for a solid mechanics problem are:
Step 1: The body is divided into a number of elements connected at node points.

Step 2: A set of functions is chosen to define the displacement within each element in
terms of the node displacements.
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to

{u} = [N] {q}

vi

{ui}
i.
vj

(8.1)

uk
vk

where {u}denotes element displacements and {q} denotes node displacements.

Step 3: The displacement functions define the state of strain within the element through
the strain - displacement relation, the strain defines the stress through Hook's law.
Du

az
fel =[13] {q}

{E} = {ex
Ey

=

exy

Dv

(8.2)

Dy

Du

az

+

Dv

ay,
(8.3)

fal = [E] {E}
where {a} denotes element stresses and {e} denotes element strains.

Step 4: Equilibrium considerations give a set of relations between nodal displacement
and external loads.
The strain energy:
U=

2

f {E}T {a}dV =

f fq,T
2

[E][B]{q}dV

(8.4)

The potential of the applied loads:
V

_SfulTulds _f foT[N]T{F}ds
(8.5)
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Total potential:

U+V=

1

2

T
T
{q} [B] [E][B]fq}dV

5{0 T [N]T

(8.6)

Apply the principle of minimizing total potential:

(

d(U +V)

{q}T [B]T [E][B]dV {q} - f [N]T {F}ds = 0

d[q)

\v

s

[K

f fon-

[Q] =

f[N]T {F}ds

[K] {q}

(8.7)

[E][B]dV

stiffness matrix

-constant nodal loads

[Q] = 0

[K] {q} = [Q]

(8.8)

8.2 Model

Consider a hexagonal array of Nb-Ti fibers as Figure 8.1(a) shows. The symmetry of

the array suggests that the stress distribution around each individual fiber should be
hexagonally symmetric, so we only need to study one sixth of the array.

A total of 280 elements were used to model this one sixth of the array for elastic
analysis and 90 elements were used for non-linear analysis (limited by the capacity of the

software). The present investigation determined the stress distribution in the interior of
such a filamentary composite when the composite is extended parallel to the axes of the
filaments. The finite element grid is as Figure 8.1 (b) shows, 20-nodes solid element were
used to generate the mesh.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1 FEA Model of Nb-Ti Composite: (a) Hexagonal Array of Nb-Ti Fibers (b)
Finite element mesh

The symmetry of the close-packed array suggests that the stress distribution around
each individual filament should be hexagonally symmetric, which can be expressed as
6ij(0±7c /3)=6ij(0)

(8.9)

A uniform extension parallel to the axes of the filaments (z direction) will produce equal

axial normal strains in both the matrix and the filaments, which is expressed as
Ezf = Ezm = Eo

(8.10)

where the subscripts f and m refer to the filaments and matrix, respectively, and co is the
constant axial normal strain that is applied to the material. Equation (8.10) provides an
excellent approximation to the actual deformation at distances sufficiently removed from the
grips.

Since the composites contain a large number of filaments, the small in-plane forces in
the interface boundary (resulting from axial force), when spread over a large number of
hexagonal elements in the interior, leaves the central hexagonal elements force-free, that is
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to

to

5 ann dt = 0
-to

(8.11)

font = 0
-to

When the composite is extended along its axis, the hexagonal boundaries must remain

straight if every hexagonal element is to behave identically. Examination of the fracture
surface of the composite wire shows that most filaments remain hexagonally shaped and

the wire deforms uniformly, the displacement normal to the hexagonal boundary is
constant,

(8.12)

un =U0

The displacement normal to the hexagonal segments will actually contain two
contributions: the constant displacement given by equation (8.12) and a rigid body
displacement which brings all the hexagons back together after deformation.

The hexagonal symmetry also imposes several requirements on the boundaries at
0=-1-1c/6, specifically

uef(ro,±/r/6) = 0,

u9m(r0,-±n/6) = 0,

areAro,±7c/6) = 0,

ar9m(ro,±rc/6) = 0,

(8.13)
(8.14)

To summarize, one stress and one displacement are specified along both the hexagonal

boundary and the boundary 0 = -±n/6, making the problem a mixed boundary value
problem. Along 0 = -±7c/6 the stress are and the displacement uo must vanish, or it will

deduce different effects on neighboring boundaries. Along the hexagonal boundary the
shear stress ant must vanish and displacement un be constant to make every hexagonal
element behave identically.

At the interface between the two media, the displacements ur and uo and the stresses arr
and are which act on the common face must be continuous, that is,

urf(ro,o) = urm(ro,0)

u0f(ro,e) = uOm(ro,o)

GrA(ro,e) = arm((ro,0)

areAro,O) = arem(ro,O)

- Interface continuity

The above completes the description of the model and the specification of the boundary

conditions. By inputting the component properties into the model and solving the problem

under the above boundary conditions, we can get the stresses and strains of the composite.
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8.3 Results and Discussion
Different component properties and geometries were input to study the elastic behavior
of the composite. Figure 8.2 (a) shows the stresses at the interface between the fiber and

the matrix for the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system (pf = 0.3, 1.tm = 0.344, Ef =

9.5x1010N/m2, and Em =1.3x1011N/m2), where the stresses at the interface of the
composite was plotted as a percentage of the average axial stress. We can see that
maximum radial stress and tangential stress are at the boundaries of 8 = ±30*, where a
stress concentration results from the sharp geometry change.

If we plot the maximum stresses at the interface of the composite as a percentage of the
average axial stress for various Poisson's ratio, pf and time various fiber volume fraction,
Vf, and various constituent stiffness ratios, EilEm, some interesting results can be seen.

The first thing we see is that the radial stress and the shear stress at the interface are
directly proportional to the difference between µf and p,m. It is very interesting to see that

when the value of Poisson's ratio changes from Ilf < lim to ilf >p,m, the sign of the
stresses at the interface changes. Reversing the Poisson's ratios has the same effect as
changing the tensile axial loading to compressive axial loading. The limiting case occurs
when the Poisson's ratios are equal for which the stresses become identically zero. For the
Cu/Nb-Ti composite system, experimental measurements find µf /µm = 0.87.

Figure 8.2 (b) show the influence of the constituent stiffness ratio Ef/Em on the
interface stresses. As Ef/Em increases (decreasing matrix rigidity), the stress necessary to

meet the constraints at the boundary of the hexagon decreases. Experimental values of

Ef/Em for the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system range from 0.63 - 0.73, depending on
processing.

Figure 8.2 (c) illustrates the effect of fiber volume fraction on the interface stresses for

the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system (µf= 0.3, pm = 0.344, Ef = 9.5X1010N/M2, and Em
=1.3x1011N/m2). It shows that the higher the fiber volume fraction, the lower the interface
stresses.

Figure 8.3 shows the elastic stress distribution versus position along 0 = 0 for the
Cu/Nb-Ti composite system (1.tf = 0.3, p,m = 0.344, Ef= 9.5X101°N/M2, and Em
=1.3x1011N/m2). The zero position was chosen as the central point of the fiber and fiber
volume fraction vf = 0.54. For convenience of comparison with non-linear analysis results,

the plots in this figure are generated from a 90 element model. It shows that the in-plane
stresses are compressive in the fiber region and are tensile in the matrix region. The axial

stress distribution is proportional to the axial strain with slope equal to the Young's
modulus of the components.
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Figure 8.3 Finite Element Results II: Elastic stress distribution
(ez = 0.002, both matrix and fiber are elastically strained).

Figure 8.4 shows the stress distribution versus position along 0 = 0 when the axial
strain exceeds the yielding strain of the matrix, or non-linear analysis results. Again it was
calculated for a Cu/Nb-Ti composite system (gf = 0.3, gm = 0.344, Ef= 9.5x101°N/m2,
and Em =1.3x1011N/m2). The zero position was chosen as the central point of the fiber
and fiber volume fraction vf = 0.54. We can see that when the copper matrix yields, the inplane stress distribution does not change a lot, it follows a similar distribution pattern, but it

seems that the constraints on the fiber are relaxed and the in-plane stresses in the fiber
almost vanish. The pattern of axial stress distribution is switched from matrix stress > fiber
stress to fiber stress > matrix stress because of matrix yielding.
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Figure 8.4 Finite Element Results III: Stress distribution
(Ez = 0.008, matrix yielded, while the fiber remains elastic).

8.4 Conclusions

A hexagonal model was developed using finite element analysis to investigate the
micro-in-plane mechanical behavior of the composite wire. The influence of several
parameters on the mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti composite was studied and a graphical

presentation of the results is made. The maximum micro-in-plane stresses occurs at the

corners of the fibers where a big stress concentration results from abrupt geometry
changes. For a constant global Cu/SC ratio, the lower the local Cu/SC ratio, the lower the
micro-in-plane stresses. For a constant Poisson's ratio difference, the higher the difference
between Ef and Em, the lower the interface stresses. For a constant stiffness difference, the
higher the difference of the Poisson's ratio between the components, the higher the in-plane

stresses. The limiting case is when the Poisson's ratios are equal and the interface stresses
become zero. It seems that axial yielding of the matrix relaxes the fiber constraints.
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9. CYLINDER MODEL

9.1 Model

Experiment shows that the interfilamentary copper behaves very differently from bulk
copper, its strength almost reaches that of the fibers when the spacing becomes very small.

If we simplify the Nb-Ti assembly as a uniform fiber, the Nb-Ti composite wire can be
modeled as a multilayer cylinder as Figure 9.1 shows. Here the "fiber" is harder and has
smaller Poisson's ratio than the matrices (core and sleeve). When we pull this cylinder, the
harder "fiber" resists the deformation to a greater degree than the matrices hence generating
interface pressures at the cylinder boundaries. These pressures in turn result in in-plane
stresses in the Nb-Ti region, which we call "macro-in-plane stresses".

Y

rl = Inner radius of Nb-Ti layer
r2 = Outer radius of Nb-Ti layer
r3 = Radius of composite wire
Figure 9.1 Cylinder model

This problem has axial symmetry about the Z axis, so the stress distribution will not be
a function of 0. The stress function is a function of r only.

In following analysis, we approximate the Nb-Ti assembly region as a single uniform
Nb-Ti annulus and various parameters and geometries were input to study the macro-inplane mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti composite wire.
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9.2 Analysis

Analytic results were obtained for elastic analysis, solving the problem by elasticity
theory (Appendix G) under the boundary conditions:
CFI- = -P1

at r=ri

(Tr = -P2

at r=r2

(9.1)

Ez = E0 = Constant

We can get tangential strains at the interfaces as:

At interface 1 (r=ri)
Eem

pi(ri2+r-2A
2 ) n2p2r22

1

Eef = E f

1

(9.2)

Em {-Pi- 1-im[EmE0 P1(1+211m)] }

(r22-r12)

{

I-If [-Pi+ EX() +214

piri2_ p2r22
(r22-r12)

i}

(9.3)

To maintain the continuity at the interface 1, we have um=uf, or
EOm =EOf

Unn
(

ri

Urf

(9.4)

ri '

Substituting eqs.(9.2) and (9.3) into (9.4) we get
1

Em 1-P1- ilm[EmEo P1(1+21-1m)] }

pi(ri2+r_2\
2 ) 2p2r22

1

=Ef

1

(r22-r12)

1-tf PM+ EfE0 +211t

P1r12 P2r2 2
(r22_r12)

11

JI

(9.5)
At interface 2 (r=r2)
1

Eef

Ef 1

2P 1r12 - p2(r121-r22)

(r22-r12)

1-1f [1)2+ EfE0 +2gf

P1112 p2r22 ,
]i
(r22412)

(9.6)
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1
(r22+r32)
nIr12
eem = ETTI { P2 0321.22) µm[ -P2+EmE0 + 2pt.m (r32r22) 11

"-`

(9.7)

To maintain the continuity at the interface 2, we have um=uf, or
EOf =Tem

urni
(

r2

=

urf )

(9.8)

r2

Substituting eqs.(9.6) and (9.7) into (9.8) we get
r
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Solving eq.(9.5) and eq.(9.10) simultaneously, we get pressures pl and p2 resulting
from axial loading. The in-plane stresses can be calculated from the following equations:

Layer 1 (Copper core)

(9.11)

arl = 081 = -P1
Layer 2 (Nb-Ti region)
ri2r22(P2-P1)

6r2- r2 (r2 2 -1'1 2 +
J
a92-

P1 r1 2 p2 r22
r2
(r22-r12)

r12r22(P2-P1)
P1r12 P2r22
r20.22412) +
(r22-r12)

(9.12)

Later 3 (Outer copper)
r22 (r2 -r32)
6r3 =P2 r2 (r32-r22)
1'22 (r2+r32)
603 = P2 rZ (r32-r22)

(9.13)
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The finite element method was used to perform elastic-plastic analysis of the cylindrical

model. A 4-node PLANE2D element was used to generate the mesh and a total of 240
elements are used. The finite element grid is as Figure 9.2 shows.
z

A

I&

a

b

.

,7

Matrix

4

r

Fiber Region

Oat

Figure 9.2 Finite element mesh for cylinder model

Boundary Conditions:
ur = 0

for r = 0,

ur = const

for r = a,

uz = 0
uz = const

for z = 0,
for z = b.

9.3 Results and Discussions
Macro-in-plane stress behavior of the Nb-Ti assembly are as shown in Figure 9.3(a) to

Figure 9.3(d). The in-plane stresses are plotted as a percentage of average axial stresses
and the input component properties are: Ilf = 0.3, p.m = 0.344, Ef = 9.5x1010N/m2, and
Em =1 .3 x 1011 N/m2 . Input geometry parameters are: ri =0 .65 mm, r2 = 1 .95 mm ,
r3=2.6mm.
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The effects of component properties on the macro-in-plane stresses are the same as that

on micro-in-plane stresses: Figure 9.3 (a) shows that as Ef/Em increases (difference

between Ef and Em decreases), the maximum radial stress and tangential stresses increases.
Figure 9.3(b) shows that the maximum radial stress and the tangential stress are directly

proportional to the difference between gf and gm. When the value of Poisson's ratio
changes from gf < gm to gf >gm, the sign of the stresses at the interface changes.
Reversing the Poisson's ratios has the same effect as changing the tensile axial loading to
compressive axial loading. The limiting case occurs when the Poisson's ratios are equal for
which the stresses become identically zero.

Figure 9.3(c) shows the in-plane stress distribution along a radius of the Nb-Ti
assembly. Here we can see that the maximum macro-in-plane stresses are at the inner wall

of the Nb-Ti assembly. Figure 9.3(d) shows the geometry effects, here the local Cu/SC
ratio and global Cu/SC ratio are kept constant while the copper core radius is changed. We
can see that when the copper core radius increases (the fibers are packed further from
center), the in-plane stresses increase.
Figure 9.4 shows the stress distribution for the cylinder modeled composite wire after

matrix yielding, where the zero position corresponds to the center of the composite wire

and the edge position corresponds to the outmost of the composite wire. The input
component properties are: gf = 0.3, gm = 0.344, Ef = 9.5x1010N/m2, Em
=1.3x1011N/m2 and copper yield strength = 3.5x108N/m2. We can see that the in-plane
stresses are still elastic and the maximum macro-in-plane stresses are still at the inner wall
of the Nb-Ti assembly.
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9.4 Conclusions

A cylinder model was developed using elastic theory and finite element analysis to
study the macro-in-plane mechanical behavior of the composite wire. The maximum macro-

in-plane stresses are at the inner wall of the Nb-Ti assembly. For a constant local Cu/SC
ratio, when the inner radius of the Nb-Ti assembly increases (the fibers are packed further
from center), the macro-in-plane stresses increases. The effects of component properties on
the macro-in-plane stresses are the same as that on micro-in-plane stresses.
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10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mechanical behavior of a series of multi filamentary Nb-Ti superconducting wires
was studied as a function of processing, composite geometry and component properties.

Techniques for the fine fiber testing and a meaningful way to get yield strength of Nb-Ti
fibers and the composite wires have been developed. The ASTM standard method on the
determination of Young's modulus has been modified to analyze the experimental data on
Nb-Ti fibers. Experimental parameters examined in this experiment include geometry,
hardness, Young's modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength.
It was found that the mechanical behavior of interfilamentary copper is very different
from bulk copper. Although we can not get quantitative results and give a exact description
of the mechanical behavior of the interfilamentary copper, the qualitative conclusions are

interesting: the mechanical behavior of interfilamentary copper is a function of filament
spacing. When the spacing is very big, the interfilamentary copper behaves similarly to the
bulk copper. As the filament spacing becomes very small, the interfilamentary copper
becomes plastically constrained by the stronger Nb-Ti filaments. The multi-axial state of
stress in the interfilamentary copper retards its deformation hence increasing its effective
strength. The smaller the filament spacing, the larger the plastic constraint on the copper,
and the higher its effective strength.
It was also found that the mechanical behavior of the Cu/Nb-Ti composite system is a
function of processing used to optimize Nb-Ti superconducting properties. Heat treatment

changes the mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti fibers and copper matrix. It reduces the
strength of bulk copper dramatically. The first heat treatment increases the strength and
hardness of the Nb-Ti fibers, further heat treatments reduce the yield strength and the
ultimate strength while increasing the Young's modulus of the fibers. This is consistent
with changes in the matrix composition as oc-Ti precipitates form during heat treatment and

cold work anneals. As the extent of cold work increases, the strength of Nb-Ti fibers and
that of the composite wires increases. The effect of cold work depends on the effect of the
heat treatment. While there exist interaction effects of cold work and heat treatment, the
cold work is much more effective in changing the mechanical behavior of the Cu/Nb-Ti
composite system than are the heat treatments. Cold work effects on the Young's modulus
of the composites and the Nb-Ti fibers are not significant.
A good start has been made to develop a computer model to simulate the tensile failure

process of Nb-Ti composite wires which takes the fiber statistical characteristics into
account. It is found that the tensile strength of the composite wire not only depends on the
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mean value but also on the distribution of fiber stress and strength; the composite strength
increases as the scatter of fiber stress decreases. The tensile failure results predicted by the
computer model are in good agreement with experimental results. Although the present

computer model is very simplified, a more complete model can be obtained by modifying
the present model.

Mechanics of Nb-Ti composites is three dimensional; axial loading will result in inplane stresses. Due to the characteristics of Nb-Ti composite geometry, there are two sets
of in-plane stresses: macro-in-plane stresses and the micro-in-plane stresses. Though the
in-plane stresses are small compared to the applied axial stress, they may cause distortion
of individual fibers and/or the deviation of their array from the perfect Nb-Ti assembly
which will result in a loss of current density. The stresses may superpose to form large
debonding stresses (radial tension at the interface between fiber and matrix) which is
potentially harmful to the performance of the Nb-Ti composite.

Considering the special geometry of the Nb-Ti composites, two models were used to
study the in-plane mechanical behaviors of Cu/Nb-Ti composite system: a hexagonal model
to investigate the micro-in-plane mechanical behavior of the composite wire, and a cylinder

model to study the macro-in-plane mechanical behavior of the composite wire. The
influence of several parameters on the mechanical behavior of the Nb-Ti composite was
studied and a graphical presentation of the results is made.
The maximum micro-in-plane stresses occur at the corners of the fibers where a stress

concentration results from abrupt geometry changes. The maximum macro-in-plane
stresses are at the inner wall of the Nb-Ti assembly.

The in-plane stresses are affected by several factors, such as packing geometries and
component properties. For a constant global Cu/SC ratio, the lower the local Cu/SC ratio,
the lower the micro-in-plane stresses. From this point of view, the fibers should be packed

as close as possible. For a constant local Cu/SC ratio, changing the geometry of bulk
copper changes the macro-in-plane stresses. When the inner radius of the Nb-Ti assembly
increases (the fibers are packed further from center), the macro-in-plane stresses increases.
From this point of view, the fibers should be packed as close to the center as possible.
The difference between the component properties has a striking effect on the in-plane
stresses at the interface. For a constant Poisson's ratio difference, the higher the difference
between Ef and Em, the lower the interface stresses. For a constant stiffness difference, the
higher the difference of the Poisson's ratio between the components, the higher the in-plane

stresses. The limiting case is when the Poisson's ratios are equal and the interface stresses
become zero. Another point is that reversing the Poisson's ratios has the same effect as
changing the tensile axial loading to compressive axial loading.
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Axial stress distribution is uniform throughout the fiber or matrix. Axial yielding of the
matrix does not change the in-plane stress distribution significantly, and it seems that axial
yielding of the matrix relaxes the fiber constraints a little.
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Appendix A: Relations of Component Volume Fraction
Consider a wire cross section as below:

A1)=Area of Bulk Copper

Ab

Ai=Ami+Asc

Ami.Area of Interfilamentary Copper

Ai

Asc =Area of Superconductor

Define:

R1=Total Cu/SC ratio
R2= Ami/Asc = Local Cu/SC ratio
R3= Ab/Ai
Then:

Asc.A2/( 1+R2)

R2

Amu (1+R2) A2
.

R3R1-R2
1+R2
Let

R1Vmb+Vmi
Vf

R2 Vmi
Vf

Vmb

R3(vnaii_vo

where V denotes volume fraction, subscripts mi,mb and f denotes interfilamentary copper,
bulk copper and fibers respectively.
Then the component volume fractions are:
1

Vf
(1+R2)(1+R3)
R2

Vmi(1+R2)(1+R3)
R3
Vmb (1+R3)
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Appendix B: Fiber Young's Modulus Determinations

The modulus of elasticity of a material is a fundamental property that is needed for

modeling its mechanical behavior and for permitting its use in various structural
applications. In calculating the fiber modulus an accurate measurement of the fiber strain is

essential. Unfortunately, the measurement of fiber strain is not straight forward. The fibers
are so small that it is impossible to mount any strain transducer on to the samples. We get

the strain of the fibers by measuring the extension of the fibers, but the instron shows the

displacement of cross head, which is not equal to the extension of the fiber. The
displacement given by instron includes the extension of load cell and deformation of the
grips and other linkages. Special techniques are needed to get the Young's modulus of the
fibers.
Consider the loading system as Figure A-1 shows

Extraneous

extension: 8 1=CsP

Specimen
Extension: 52 =PLO/AE

P

P

Figure A-1 Mechanical analogue of fiber loading system

A mechanical analogue, consisting of two springs in series, may be used to analyze the
behavior of the system.
The total extension measured by the testing machine is given by
ST = oi+ 82 = CsP + PLO /(AE)

where Cs=System Compliance, Lo =Gage Length, ST=Total Elongation, A=Fiber
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Cross Section, E=True Young's Modulus and P= Breaking Load.
The apparent elastic modulus (measured modulus), E*, is given by
E* = PL0/(AST) = PLo/A[ CsP + P1-0/(AE)]
Then

EVE = Lo /(Lo +ECsA)

The apparent compliance C* can be expressed as
C* = ST/P = Lo /(AE) + Cs

By ploting the apparent compliance versus Lo/A, we can get the system compliance as
zero gage length intercept. Figure A-2 shows the plot of C* versus Lo/A for HTA-37.5 gm
fibers.
0.010

y = 1.2871e-3 + 1.2288e-7x 12^2 = 0.996

C*
0.008 '

0.006

0.004

0.002
10000

20000

.

30000

.

-

40000

50000

60000

Lo/A

70000

Figure A-2 C* versus Lo/A for HTA-37.5µm fibers

After getting the system compliance, we can calculate the true compliance as

C=C*-Cs

(2)
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and the Young's modulus as

E

L
(C*-Cs)A

(3)

The accuracy of the Young's modulus depends on the accuracy of C*, Cs and
geometry measurements. In measurement of apparent compliance C*, we found that no
matter how carefully the sample was mounted, the looseness of the samples is difficult to
avoid, a LabVIEW analysis program was written to handle this problem. The system
compliance, Cs, will be affected by the type of grip, the effective specimen diameter, and
perhaps by other factors. Here a constant value of Cs was assumed. When analyze our
experiment data, we realized that the data were more linearly related by plotting C* versus
Lo/A instead of C* versus Lo alone as recommended by ASTM standard, because the cross

section area of Nb-Ti fibers are not uniform; we also realized that better results can be got

when the compliance data were fitted separately for different size of fibers, since the cold
work changed the microstructure of Nb-Ti fibers.
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Appendix C: Effect of varying cross-section (sausaging) on elastic modulus

Consider a fiber of the following dimensions

Al

Ll
I

If such a fiber is tested, it will break in Al and the area will be evaluated at Al
(hopefully). Hence the stress will be correct. However, the strain will be underestimated,
and the modulus high, because the deformation is assumed to take place over the entire
length L.
The total deformation is
ST =P(L-Li)/(AE)+PLiAAIE)

where E = the true modulus
P = load
5 = deflection
The apparent modulus, E*, will be

E* = PL/A[P(L-Li)/(AE) + PLii(AiE)]
assuming that the area is evaluated at A
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This may be put into the form

E*/E =Ad[Lik(A A1) + Al]
Note that if A= Ai and L =1-i E*/E = 1
As an illustration, if A1 = 0.9A and L1 /L = 0.4 the apparent elastic modulus, E*,
will be E* = 0.957E.
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Appendix D: Simulation Program

/* Programmer: Guo Zhiciiang */
/* Version 3.1, Jan., 1994*/
/* This program perform Monte Carlo Simulation of tensile failure process of */
/* Superconducting Composite Wires. Assuming normal distribution, it generates */
/* fiber strenth distribution and calculates fiber stress, determines the number of */

/* broken fibers and calculates composite strength, the stress-strain data of the */
/* composite wire was output to a file for graphical display via a graphing program */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define K 50
#define No 7460
#define M 100
#define Q 80000000

int Nk;
int Nf;
int broken;

double Ef_bar;
double sig_Ef;
double Em1;
double Em2;
double vf;
double vm;
double sm_bar;
double sf_bar;
double sig_sf;

int

/* number of loading steps */

/* total number of fibers */

/* range of random number */
number of broken fibers which define stress concentration */
number of broken fibers which define the composite failure */
number of broken fibers */
mean Young's modulus of fibers */
standard deviation of fiber Young's modulus */
Young's modulus of matrix */
second slope of matrix stress-strain curve*/

volume fraction of fibers */
volume fraction of matrix */
yield strength of matrix */
mean strength of fibers */
standard deviation of fiber strength */

idum=(-13);

float gasdev(/* int idum */);
double strength( double, int, double*, int*, int*);
void data_out(double*, double*);

main()
{

int i,j,k;

int P;
int Np;

int B[M];
int survived[M];

int Ns[M];

int random;
double stress;
double strain_c[K];
double stress_c[K];
double p_rand;

increment variables */
integer to define the broken section */
number of broken fibers defining the broken section
number of broken fibers in each section */
number of survived fibers in each section */
number of survived fibers in each section */
integer random number */
composite wire stress */
composite wire strain */
composite wire stress */
positive random number */

*1
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FILE lopen(), *input, *fpout;
input= fopen("simu.dat","r");
fpout = fopen("out.dat", "w");

/* the file declarations */
/* open input file */
1* open output file *1

/* read in component Young's modulus and volume fraction */

/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in
/* read in

f scanf (in put,"%lf",

&Ef_bar);
fscanf(input,"%lf", &sig_Ef);

fscanf(input,"°/01f",

fscanf(input,"%lf",
fscanf(input,"%lf",
fscanf(input,"%lf",
fscanf(input,"%lf",
fscanf(input,"%lf",
fscanf(input,"%lf",

&Em1);
&Em2);
&vf);
&vm);
&sf_bar);
&sig_sf);
&sm_bar);

fiber Young's modulus*/
fiber Young's modulus*/
matrix Young's modulus */
matrix Young's modulus */
fiber volume fraction */
matrix volume fraction */
mean strength of fibers */
standard deviation of fibers */
mean strength of matrix */

/* input other parameters *1
printf("\nPlease input the following information: ");
printf("\nNumber of broken fibers defined failure = ");
scanf("%d", &Nf);
/* input Nf */

printf(" \nNumber of broken fibers defined stress concentration = ");
scanf("%d", &Nk);
/* input Nk*/
printf("\nNumber of broken fibers defined broken section = ");
scanf( " %d ", &Np);
/* input Np*/

stress =0;
for(i=0; i<M;

B[i]=0;

/* loop to initialize arrays */
/* assign initial value of B[i] */
/* assign initial value of survived[i] */
/* assign initial value of Ns[i] */

i++){

survived[i]= No;
Ns[i] = No;
}

for(i=0;i<K;i++){

/* loop to initialize arrays */

strain_c[i] = 0;
stress_c[i] = 0;

}

P=0;

for(i=1;i<K;i++){

/* loading loop */
strain_c[i] += i*0.0005;
/* increasing strain */
if(Ns[P]< Nf)
goto failure;
if(Ns[P]< Np){
/* fracture happened at the section P */
strength(strain_c[i], Ns[P], &stress, &survived[P], &B[P]);
Ns[P] = survived[P];
B[P],

P,

printf("strain[%d]=%If\tstress_c[%d]=°/01f\n",

i,

printf( "B[ %d]= %d \tNs[ %d]= %d \n ",

stress_c[i] = stress;

stress_c[i]);

P,

Ns[P]);

strain_c[i],

i,

}

else{

/* fracture occurs randomly at any section */
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do{

p_rand = abs(1000.*gasdev(&idum));

random = (int)p_rand;

}while(random >=M II random <= 0);

/* generate random number */
/* cast into integer */

strength(strain_c[i], Ns[random], &stress, &survived[random],
&B[random]);
printf("B[%d]=%d\t", random, B[random]);
Ns[random] = survived[random];
printf( "Ns[ %d]= %d \n ", random, Ns[random]);

if(abs(stress-stress_c[i-1])>=Q)
stress_c[i]=stress_c[i-1]+Q/5.;
else

stress_c[i] = stress;
if(Ns[random] < Np)

P=random;
/* fracture occurs at section P
printf("strain[ %d]=°/01f\tstress_c[%d]=%If\n", i, strain_c[i], i,

*1

stress_c[i]);

}

}

failure: data_out(strain_c, stress_c);

/* output stress and strain arrays */

}

/* Function to generate fiber strength, stress, compare stress with strength, */
/* determine number of broken fibers and calculate composite stress */
double strength(double strain, int Ns, double *stress, int *Suvived, int *B)
{

int i, j;
double Kc;

double rani;

double ran2;
double Ef;
double sf;

double sm;
double strength;

broken = 0;

if(Ns<Nk){
}

else{

Kc.(No-Ns+1)/(No-Ns+2);

increment variable */
stress concentration factor */
double random number */
double random number */
Young's modulus of fibers */

fiber stress */

matrix stress */
fiber strength */
initialize number of broken fibers */
loop to determine stress concentration factor */

Kc=1.0;

}

for(i=0; i<Ns; k-+){
rani = (double)gasdev(&idum);
Ef = Ef_bar + sig_Erran1;
sf = Ef*strain;
ran2 = (double)gasdev(&idum);
strength = sf_bar + sig_sf*ran2;

if(sf >= strength){
broken++;

}
}

/* loop of comparing */
/* generate random number */
/* fiber E distribution */
/* calculate fiber stress */
/* generate random number */
/* strength distribution */
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vf = vf*Ns/No;

vf = vf/(vf + vm);
vm = vm/(vf + vm);

if(strain <0.003)
sm = Kc*Em1*strain;
else

/* calculate fiber volume fraction */
/* calculate fiber volume fraction */
/* calculate matrix volume fraction */
/* determine matrix stress */

sm = Kc*(sm_bar+Em2*(strain-0.003));

*stress = sf*vf + sm*vm;
*B += broken;
*Suvived -= broken;
}

/* calculate stress */
/* calculate number of broken fibers */

/* calculate number of survived fibers */

/* Function to create output file */
void data_out(double *strain_c, double *stress_c)
{

/* function definition */

int i;

/* increment variable */
FILE *fopen(), *fpout;
/* declare file */
fpout = fopen("out.dat", "w");
r open output file */
for (1=0; i<K; i++)
fprintf(fpout, "%lf\t`Yolf\n", *(strain_c+i), *(stress_c+i));

}

/* Driver for routine GASDEV */

/* GASDEV generates normal distribution mean=0.0, sigma=1.0 */
float gasdev(idum)

int *idum;
{

static int iset=0;
static float gset;

float fac, r, v1, v2;
float rani();
if (iset == 0) {
do {

v1 = 2.0*ran1(idum)
1.0;
v2 = 2.0*ran1(idum)-1.0;

r = v1*v1 + v2*v2;
} while(r >= 1.0);
fac = sqrt(-2.0*log(r)/r);
gset = v1*fac;
iset = 1;

return v2*fac;
}

else {

iset = 0;
return gset;
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/* Numerical Recipes portable random number generator */

#define M1 259200
#define IA1 7141
#define IC1 54773
#define RM1 (1.0/M1)
#define M2 134456
#define IA2 8121
#define IC2 28411
#define RM2 (1.0/M2)
#define M3 243000
#define IA3 4561
#define IC3 51349
float rani (idum)

int *idum;
{

static long ix1, ix2, ix3;
static float r[98];
float temp;

static int iff=0;
int j;

if( *idum < 0 II iff == 0) {

iff=1;

(*idum)) % M1;
ix1=(IA11x1 + IC1) % M1;
ix2=ix1 % M2;
ix1=(1A1*ix1+IC1) % M1;
ix3=ix1 % M3;
for (j=1; j<=97; j++) {
ix1=(1A1*ix1+IC1) % Ml;
ix1=(IC1

ix2=(1A2*ix2+1C2)

I

I

`)/0

M2;

r[j]=(ix1+ix2*RM2)*RM1;

*idum=1;

ix1=(IA11x1+1C1) % Ml;
ix2=(IA2*ix2+1C2) % M2;
ix3=(1A3*ix3+1C3) % M3;
j=1 + ((97*ix3)/M3);
if (j>97 H j<1){

printf("RAN1: This cannot happen. \n");

}

exit(-1);

temp=r[j];
r[j]=(ix1+ix2*RM2)*RM1;
return temp;

}

#undef M1
#undef IA1
#undef IC1
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#undef RM1
#undef M2
#undef IA2
#undef IC2
#undef RM2
#undef M3
#undef IA3
#undef IC3
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Appendix E: Input Data For Finite Element Analysis
(1) Linear-static analysis

C* COSMOS/M

Geostar V1.65

C* Problem : LINEAR
C*

PARASSIGN,Ni,INT,20,

PARASSIGN,KINT,10,
PARASSIGN,Nm,INT,4,
PARASSIGN,Rf,REAL,1,
PARASSIGN,Rm,REAL,1.1,
EGROUP,1,SOLID,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
MPROP,1,EX,9.5E10,
MPROP,1,NUXY,0.29,
MPROP,2,EX,1.28E11,
MPROP,2,NUXY,0 .34,

PT,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,0.866*Rf,-0.5*Rf,O,
PT,3,0.866 *Rf,0.5 *Rf,O,
PSCALE,
SF3PT,1,2,3,1,0,
VLEXTR,1,1,1,Z,0.5,
CSANGL,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,
ACTSET,ECS,3,
ACTSET,MP,1,
M_VL,1,1,1,20,Ni,Nf,1,1,1,1,
ACTSET,CS,O,
PT,7,0.866*Rm,-0.5*Rm,O,
PT,8,0.866*Rm,0.5*Rm,O,
SF4PT,7,2,3,7,8,0,
VLEXTR,7,7,1,Z,0.5,
ACTSET,ECS,3,
ACTSET,MP,2,

M_VL,2,2,1,20,Ni,Nm,1,1,1,1,
NMERGE,1,2236,1,0.0001,0,1,0,
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NCOMPRESS,1,2236,1,
ACTSET,CS,O,

DSF,1,UZ,0,7,6
CPDOF,1,UX,9,1993,1994,1995,1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,
CPDOF,2,UX,9,2001,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,
CPDOF,3,UX,9,2009,2010,2011,2012,2013,2014,2015,2016,2017,
CPDOF,4,UX,9,2017,2018,2019,2020,2021,2022,2023,2024,2025,
CPDOF,5,UX,9,2025,2026,2027,2028,2029,2030,2031,2032,2033,
CPDOF,6,UX,9,2033,1765,1766,1767,1768,1769,1770,1771,1772,
CPDOF,7,UX,9,1772,1773,1774,1775,1776,1777,1778,1779,1780,
CPDOF,8,UX,9,1780,1781,1782,1783,1784,1785,1661,1662,1663,
CPDOF,9,UX,9,1663,1664,1665,1666,1667,1668,1669,1670,1671,
CPDOF,10,UX,9,1671,1672,1673,1674,1675,1676,1677,1678,1679,
CPDOF,11,UX,9,1679,1680,1681,1682,1683,1684,1685,1686,1687,
CPDOF,12,UX,9,1687,1688,1689,1690,1691,1692,1693,1694,1695,
CPDOF,13,UX,7,1695,1696,1697,1698,1699,1700,1701,
ACTSET,CS,3,

DSF,6,UY,0,11,5
DSF,4,UY,0,9,5
DSF,2,UZ,0.02,8,6

(2) Nonlinear-static analysis Hexaganal model
C* COSMOS/M
Geostar V1.65
C* Problem : NONLINEAR 1
C*

PARASSIGN,NLINT,10,
PARAS SIGN,NF,INT,6,
PARASSIGN,NM,INT,3,
PARASSIGN,RF,REAL,0.8,
PARASSIGN,RM,REAL,1.1,
EGROUP,1,SOLID,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,
MPROP,1,EX,9.5E10,
MPROP,1,NUXY,0.296,
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MPROP,1,SIGYLD,8.5E8,
MPROP,1,ETAN,9.0E10,
MPROP,2,EX,1.28E11,
MPROP,2,NUXY,0.344,
MPROP,2,SIGYLD,3.5E8,
MPROP,2,ETAN,5.0E8,
MPROP,3,EX,1.0E30,
MPROP,3,NUXY,0.3,
MPROP,3,SIGYLD,3.0E30,

MPROP,3,ETAN,5.0E20, CURDEF,TIME,1,1,0.0,0.0,0.1,0.001,0.2,0.002,0.3,0.003,
0.4,0.004,0.5,0.005,0.6,0.006,0.7,0.007,0.8,0.008,0.9,0.009,1.0,0.01,1.1,0.011,
1.2,0.012,1.3,0.013,1.4,0.014,1.5,0.015,1.6,0.016, PT ,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,0.866*RF,-0.5*RF,O,
PT,3,0.866*RF,0.5*RF,O,
PSCALE,

SF3PT,1,2,3,1,0,
VLEXTR,1,1,1,Z,0.5,
CSANGL,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
ACTSET,ECS,3,
ACTSET,MP,1,

M_VL,1,1,1,20,NI,NF,1,1,1,1,
ACTSET,CS,O,

PT,7,0.866*RM,-0.5*RM,O,
PT,8,0.866*RM,0.5*RM,O,

SF4PT,7,2,3,7,8,0,
VLEXTR,7,7,1,Z,0.5,
ACTSET,ECS,3,
ACTSET,MP,2,
M_VL,2,2,1,20,NI,NM,1,1,1,1,
SCALE,0.5,

NMERGE,1,781,1,0.0001,0,1,0,
NCOMPRESS,1,781,
PSCALE,

PTND,11,192,
PTND,12,181,
PTND,13,160,
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PTND,14,149,
PTND,15,128,
PTND,16,117,
PTND,17,96,
PTND,18,85,
PTND,19,64,
PTND,20,53,
PTND,21,32,
PTND,22,464,
PTND,23,485,
PTND,24,496,
PTND,25,517,
PTND,26,528,
PTND,27,260,
PTND,28,259,
PTND,29,248,
PTND,30,237,
PTND,31,226,
PTND,32,215,
PTND,33,204,
PTND,34,560,
PTND,35,571,
PTND,36,582,
PTND,37,452,
PTND,38,441,
PTND,39,420,
PTND,40,409,
PTND,41,388,
PTND,42,377,
PTND,43,356,
PTND,44,345,
PTND,45,324,
PTND,46,313,
PTND,47,292,
PTND,48,593,
PTND,49,614,
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PTND,50,625,
PTND,51,646,
PTND,52,657,
CSANGL,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,30,0,
ACTSET,CS,4,
PTSYM,11,52,1,Y,0.2,
PTSYM,1,5,2,Y,0.2,
PTSYM,6,10,2,Y,0.2,
CSANGL,5,1,0,0,0,0,0,-30,0,
ACTSET,CS,4,
PTCOPY,11,52,1,5,
ACTSET,CS,5,

PTSYM,101,141,1,Y,-0.2,
CLS,1,
PTSYM,1,2,1,Y,-0.2,
PTSYM,4,5,1,Y,-0.2,
PTSYM,7,9,2,Y,-0.2,
PTSYM 27,27,1,Y,-0.2,
SCALE,O,

ACTSET,MP,3,
EGROUP 2 TRUSS3D 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
CRLINE 20 1 95
CRLINE 21 11 53
CRLINE 22 12 54
CRLINE 23 13 55
CRLINE 24 14 56
CRLINE 25 15 57
CRLINE 26 16 58
CRLINE 27 17 59
CRLINE 28 18 60
CRLINE 29 19 61
CRLINE 30 20 62
CRLINE 31 21 63

CRLINE 32 3 96
CRLINE 33 22 64
CRLINE 34 23 65
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CRLINE 35 24 66
CRLINE 36 25 67

CRLINE 37 26 68
CRLINE 38 8 99
CRLINE 39 27 69

CRLINE 40 28 70
CRLINE 41 29 71

CRLINE 42 30 72
CRLINE 43 31 73
CRLINE 44 32 74
CRLINE 45 33 75

CRLINE 46 34 76
CRLINE 47 35 77
CRLINE 48 36 78
CRLINE 49 5 97
CRLINE 50 37 79

CRLINE 51 38 80
CRLINE 52 39 81

CRLINE 53 40 82
CRLINE 54 41 83

CRLINE 55 42 84
CRLINE 56 43 85

CRLINE 57 44 86
CRLINE 58 45 87
CRLINE 59 46 88
CRLINE 60 47 89
CRLINE 61 6 98

CRLINE 62 48 90
CRLINE 63 49 91
CRLINE 64 50 92
CRLINE 65 51 93

CRLINE 66 52 94
CRLINE 67 10 100

M_CR 20 67 1 2 1 1.000000
CRLINE 68 1 183
CLS 1
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CRLINE 69 101 142
CRLINE 70 102 143
CRLINE 71 103 144
CRLINE 72 104 145

CRLINE 73 105 146
CRLINE 74 106 147

CRLINE 75 107 148
CRLINE 76 108 149
CRLINE 77 109 150
CRLINE 78 110 151

CRLINE 79 111 152
CRLINE 80 2 184
CRLINE 81 112 153

CRLINE 82 113 154
CRLINE 83 114 155
CRLINE 84 115 156
CRLINE 85 116 157

CRLINE 86 7 187
SCALE 0.000000
CRLINE 87 27 189
CRLINE 88 117 158
CRLINE 89 118 159
CRLINE 90 119 160
CRLINE 91 120 161

CRLINE 92 121 162
CRLINE 93 122 163

CRLINE 94 123 164
CRLINE 95 124 165
CRLINE 96 125 166
SCALE 0.000000

CRLINE 97 5 186
CRLINE 98 126 167
CRLINE 99 127 168
CRLINE 100 128 169
CRLINE 101 129 170
CRLINE 102 130 171
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CRLINE
CRLINE
CRLINE

103 131 172
104 132 173
105 133 174

CRLINE

106 134 175

CRLINE

107 135 176

CRLINE

108 136 177

CRLINE 109
CRLINE 110
CRLINE 111

CRLINE
CRLINE
CRLINE
CRLINE

4 185

137 178

138 179

112 139 180
113 140 181

114 141 182
115 9 188

SCALE 0.000000
M_CR 68 115 1 2
RCONST 2

1 1.000000

1 1 1 1

SCALE 0.000000
NMERGE 1 870 1 0.000100
NCOMPRESS 1 870 1
CLS 1

0 1 0

SCALE 0.000000
ACTSET,CS,O,
DSF,1,UZ,0,7,6
CPDOF,1,UX,9,658,659,660,661,662,663,664,665,666,
CPDOF,2,UX,9,666,667,668,669,670,671,672,673,674,
CPDOF,3,UX,9,674,675,676,677,678,572,573,574,575,
CPDOF,4,UX,9,575,576,577,578,579,580,581,582,529,
CPDOF,5,UX,9,529,530,531,532,533,534,535,536,537,
CPDOF,6,UX,9,537,538,539,540,541,542,543,544,545,

CPDOF,7,UX,4,545,546,547,548,549,

ACTSET,TC,1,
CPDOF,8,UZ,9,658,659,660,661,662,663,664,665,666,
CPDOF,9,UZ,9,666,667,668,669,670,671,672,673,674,
CPDOF,10,UZ,9,674,675,676,677,678,647,648,649,650,
CPDOF,11,UZ,9,650,651,652,653,654,655,656,657,626,
CPDOF,12,UZ,9,626,627,628,629,630,631,632,633,634,
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CPDOF,13,UZ,9,634,635,636,637,638,639,640,641,642,
CPDOF,14,UZ,9,642,643,644,645,646,615,616,617,618,
CPDOF,15,UZ,9,618,619,620,621,622,623,624,625,594,
CPDOF,16,UZ,9,594,595,596,597,598,599,600,601,602,
CPDOF,17,UZ,9,602,603,604,605,606,607,608,609,610,
CPDOF,18,UZ,9,610,611,612,613,614,583,584,585,586,
CPDOF,19,UZ,9,586,587,588,589,590,591,592,593,261,
CPDOF,20,UZ,9,261,262,263,264,265,266,267,268,269,
CPDOF,21,UZ,9,269,270,271,272,273,274,275,276,277,
CPDOF,22,UZ,9,277,278,279,280,281,282,283,284,285,
CPDOF,23,UZ,9,285,286,287,288,289,290,291,292,293,
CPDOF,24,UZ,9,293,294,295,296,297,298,299,300,301,
CPDOF,25,UZ,9,301,302,303,304,305,306,307,308,309,
CPDOF,26,UZ,9,309,310,311,312,313,314,315,316,317,
CPDOF,27,UZ,9,317,318,319,320,321,322,323,324,325,
CPDOF,28,UZ,9,325,326,327,328,329,330,331,332,333,
CPDOF,29,UZ,9,333,334,335,336,337,338,339,340,341,
CPDOF,30,UZ,9,341,342,343,344,345,346,347,348,349,
CPDOF,31,UZ,9,349,350,351,352,353,354,355,356,357,
CPDOF,32,UZ,9,357,358,359,360,361,362,363,364,365,
CPDOF,33,UZ,9,365,366,367,368,369,370,371,372,373,
CPDOF,34,UZ,9,373,374,375,376,377,378,379,380,381,
CPDOF,35,UZ,9,381,382,383,384,385,386,387,388,389,
CPDOF,36,UZ,9,389,390,391,392,393,394,395,396,397,
CPDOF,37,UZ,9,397,398,399,400,401,402,403,404,405,
CPDOF,38,UZ,9,405,406,407,408,409,410,411,412,413,
CPDOF,39,UZ,9,413,414,415,416,417,418,419,420,421,
CPDOF,40,UZ,9,421,422,423,424,425,426,427,428,429,
CPDOF,41,UZ,9,429,430,431,432,433,434,435,436,437,
CPDOF,42,UZ,9,437,43 8,439,440,441,442,443,444,445,

CPDOF,43,UZ,9,445,446,447,448,449,450,451,452,453,

DND,679,UX,0.000000,774,1,UY,UZ,

NL_DSPCTR,453,UZ,
FND,453,FZ,1.0,453,1,
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(3) Nonlinear-static analysis Cylindrical model

C* COSMOS/M

Geostar V1.65

C*

C* FILE,AXP.MOD,1,1,1,1,
PARASSIGN,N1,INT,10,
PARASSIGN,N2,INT,10,
PARASSIGN,N3,INT,4,
PARASSIGN,NI,INT,10,
PARASSIGN,R1,REAL,0.65,
PARASSIGN,R2,REAL,1.29,
PARASSIGN,R3,REAL,1.56,
PARASSIGN,H,REAL,1.0,
EGROUP,1,PLANE2D,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,
MPROP,1,EX,1.28e11,
MPROP,1,NUXY,0.344,
mprop,l,sigyld,3.5e8,

mprop,1,etan,1.0e8, CURDEF,TIME,1,1,0.0,0.0,0.1,0.001,0.2,0.002,0.3,0.003,
0.4,0.004,0.5,0.005,0.6,0.006,0.7,0.007,0.8,0.008,0.9,0.009,1.0,0.01,1.1,0.011,
1.2,0.012,1.3,0.013,1.4,0.014,
MPROP,2,EX,9.5E10,
MPROP,2,NUXY,0.296,
mprop,2,sigyld,8.5e8,
mprop,2,etan,9.0e10,
PT,1,0,0,0,
PT,2,R1,0,0,
PT,3,R2,0,0,
PT,4,R3,0,0,
pscale,

PT,5,0,H,0,
PT,6,R1,H2O,

PT,7,R2,H,0,
PT,8,R3,H,0,
SF4PT,1,1,2,5,6,0,
SF4PT,2,2,3,6,7,0,
SF4PT,3,3,4,7,8,0,
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SFCOMPRESS,1,16,1,
ACTSET,MP,1,
M_SF,1,1,1,4,N1,NI,1,1,
M_SF,3,3,1,4,N3,NI,1,1,
ACTSET,MP,2,
M_SF,2,2,1,4,N2,NI,1,1,
nmerge,1,297,1,0.0001,0,1,0,
ncompress,1,296,1,
cpdof, 1 ,ux,9,126,131,136,141,146,151,156,161,166,
cpdof,2,ux,3,166,171,176,

dcr,3,ux,0,3,1
dcr,1,uy,0,5,4
dcr,8,uy,0,8,1
actset,tc,1

cpdof,3,uy,9,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,
cpdof,4,uy,9,119,120,121,267,268,269,270,271,272,
cpdof,5,uy,9,272,273,274,275,172,173,174,175,176,
nl_dspctr,270,uy,
fnd,270,fy,1.0,270,1,
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Appendix F: macro in plane stress calculation

C*** Cu/Nb-Ti Composite Program 1

REAL p 1 ,p2,v1,v2,v3,E1,E2,E3,r1,r2,r3,r,e0,sr(11),st(11),r(11),

*al,a2,a3,a0,b1,b2,c1,c2,d1,x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2
OPEN(1,FILE='F:IN.DAT')
OPEN(2,FILE= 'F:OUT.DAT')
Integer i
C*** Parameter Calculation

read(1,*)v1,v2,v3,E1,E2,E3,r1,r3,e0
r2=sqrt(r1**2+0.25/1.539408867)
a0=2*v1**2+v1-1
al=E1 *e0*v1

a2=E2*e0*v2
a3=E3*e0*v3

bl=v2+(r1**2+r2**2-2*v2**2*rl**2)/(r2**241**2)
b2=(2*v2**2*r2**2-2*r2**2)/(r2**241**2)
c1=(2*rl**2-2*v2**2*rl**2)/(r2**2-r1**2)
c2.(2*v2**2*r2**2-(r1**2+r2**2))/(r2**2-1.1**2)+v2

d1=(r2**2+r3**2-2*v3**2*r2**2)/(r3**2-r2**2)+v3
C*** Coefficient of Linear Equations

x1=E1/E2*bl-a0
y1=E1/E2*b2
z1=a1-E1/E2*a2
x2=E3/E2*c1

y2=E3/E2*c2-d1
z2=a3-E3/E2*a2

C*** Calculating Interface Pressure

pl=(z2*y1-zl*y2)/(xl*y2-x2*y1)
p2=(x1 *z2-x2*z1)/(x2*y1 -x1 *y2)

Write(2,4)r1,r2
4

Format(2x,'r1=',f4.2,2x,'r2=',f4.2//)
Write(2,5)

100
5

Format(2x,'Radius',6x,'Radial Stress',5x,'Tangential stress'/)

C*** Calculating Stresses
Do 10 i=1,11
r(0=r1+(i-1)*(r2-r1)/10
if (rl.eq.0.)then

r(0=i*r2/11.
endif
sr(p=r1**2*r2**2*(p2-p1)/(r(i)**2*(r2**2-r1**2))

*+(pl*rl**2-p2*r2**2)/(r2**2-r1**2)
st(i)=-r1**2*r2**2*(p2-p1)/(r(i)**2*(r2**2-r1**2))
*+(pl*rl**2-p2*r2**2)/(r2**2-r1**2)
10

100

200

write(2,100)r(i),sr(i),st(i)
Continue

Format(2x,f6.4,2x,f16.2,4x,f16.2,3x)
WRITE(2,200)pl,p2
FORMAT(//2X,'pl =',F16.3,3X,'p2 =',F16.3)
END
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Appendix G: Elastic Analysis of cylinder model

From elasticity theory, we have following relations:
(a) Compatability equation:
d2 1 d (d2(13
dr2 + r dr I (dr2

1 dcl)

=0

r dr

(G-1)

Expanding compatability equation, we have
2 d3c1)

d4(13

1 d2(13

1 do

dr4 + r dr3 -r2 dr2 + r3 dr

=0

(G-2)

This equation has, as a general solution
cl) = A logr +Br2logr + Cr2 +D

(G-3)

(b) Stress condition:
d2(1)

1 d(13

ar = r dr

Ge

dr2

'TA) = 0

(G-4)

From stress condition we have

6r

1 d(13

Go

r2
dd2(D

r dr 1.4 +B (1+21ogr)+2C
11.1

+B(3+21ogr)+2C

(G-5)

ire = 0
(c) Strain conditions
Cr

dur
dr

Co =

ur

(G-6)
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From strain condition we obtain

dur

ur=re0

deg

(G-7)

dr = Ee +r dr
deg

Therefore

(G-8)

co +r dr

Er

(d) Stress-strain relationship

er = E [ar g(co + az)]
co = E [ao !gar + az)]
ez =

1

(G-9)

,
Laz 11(6o + ar)] = co = Constant

Substituting stress-strain relations into (G-8), we have
1

1

E-- [ar 11(69 + az)] = E-- [ao War + az)] + r

1

dao

dar daz

[w.- -11 ( dr

+ dr )]

On simplifications and omit small terms, we have

ar

CTO

duo

clar

r dr +11 (ar Ge r dr ) = 0

(G-10)

(e) Equilibrium equation:

dar

±sgrr rao= U

,.,

dr

ar

'58

add (G-11) and (G-12), we have

dao

r dr =0
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d

2(ar (Ye) + r & (ar Go) = 0

(G-13)

Let X= ar GO, then eq.(G-13) becomes
dX

2X +r dr = 0

(G-14)

Solve (G-14), we get

X-

D
r

From (G-11) and (G-12), we have

dar

1

dr

duo
dr

PYr CY°)

D
3r

1
D
7.(ar (5.8)=-r

which, upon integrating, become
D

A

+ Constant = -r-, + Constant
ar = ---s
2r
rz,

cre =

D
A
1 + Constant = - -1 + Constant

2.1.-

Referring now to equations (G-5), we see that the equilibrium and compatibility
conditions are fully satisfied if the coefficient of the second term, B, is zero, and the
stresses for the cylinder are:

A

1 dc13

ar = r u_T-= -7-7 +2C
r
rz,

ae

d2c130

dr

-

A

+2C

(G-5)
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Tr() = 0

Determining the coefficients A and C under the boundary conditions:

ar = -pi at r=ri

Gr = -P2 at r=r2

We can get stress distributions for each layer.
In layer 1 (Copper core)

(G-15)

arl = (Tel = -131

In layer 2 (Nb-Ti region)

Gr2 ri2r22(P2-P1)
r2(r22-r12)

602

P1112 P2r22

_,_

r12r22(P2-P1)

+

p1r12 P2r22

(G-16)

(r22-r12)

In later 3 (Out copper)
r22 (r2 -r32)
6r3 =P2 r2 (r32-r22)

(G-17)

r2,2

(r2-Fr32)
603 = P2 r2 (r32-r22)

At interface 1 (r=r1)
Gil = GOi = -P1
Eel =

1

az 1= EmEo + 1m( arl + NO = Eme..0 -21.tmp 1
1

Em [Get gm(arl +6z1)] = Em { -p1- gm[EmE0 pl (1+211m) 1

ar2 = -pl

a02

pi(ri2+r22) 2p2r22
(1.22_112)
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6z2 = EfE0 + NA 6r2+ 6e2) = Ef£0 +211= .
1

2

2r22

11-P-:

(r22-r12)

1

£02 = E Lae2 PA6r2 + 6z2)]
pl(r12+r22) - 2p2r22

r

1

= Ef 1

0-22_1.12)

if [-p1+ EfE0 +214

1P rl

2

P2r22

]}

To maintain the continuity at the interface 1, we have um=uf. So
urm

£01 =£02

( r1

Urf

r1 )

Substitute expressions for Eel and £02 into above we got
1

{ -pl- gm [EmE0 pl(1+21.1m)] 1

p 1 (ri2+r-2)
2
2p2r22

1

= Ef

(r22-1.12)

1

lrl 2 P2r22
gf [ -p1+ EfEo +21.4 P (r22412)
1}

(G-18)
At interface 2 (r=r2)

ar2 = -p2

6e2

2piri2 - p2(r12+r22)
(r22-r12)

6z2 = EfE0 + IIK 6r2+ 002) = EfE0 +214

1P r12 P2r22

(r22-r12)

1

£02 = E Lao2 Ilf(6r2 + 6z2)1

2p1r12 p2(ri2+r22)

1

Ef

t

ar3 = -p2

(r22-n12)

603=p2

1P r12 P2r22

µf [-p2+ EfE0 +21.4 0.2 2-r12)
(r22+r32)

(r32-r22)

1}
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az3 = EmE0 + lim(ar3 + a03) = EmE0 +2µm

C93 = Em [a93
1

f

22

(r32-r22)

Ilm(ar3 + az3)]

(r22+r32)

Pr22
Ein 1 P2 (0'32 -r22 ) gm[-P2+ EmE0 +44n (r32422)

1}

To maintain the continuity at the interface 2, we have um=uf. So
802 =43

u rm

r2

urf
r2

Substitute expressions for E02 and E03 into above we got
I 2P1r12 p2(ri2+r22)

1

Ef

(1.22_112)

1

ETn

(02+r,i2)

{ P2 (L
T3 2

r2 2

P2r2 2
(r22-r12)

[-p2+ Efe0 +214 Plrl

2

nnr,,2
µm[ -p2+ EmEo +21-tm 0.32,-/.22)
r`-` 1}

(G-19)
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Appendix H: Effects of Experimental Parameters on Fiber Strength

Before the major experiment was carried out, samples with different gage length were
tested, and some samples were tested under different loading speed to study the effects of
gage length and strain rate on the strength of the fibers. Figure H-1 shows the experimental
results of gage length effects on the ultimate strength of the fibers.
UTS (108N/m2)
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Figure H-1 UTS of HTA-37.5µm fibers Versus Gage Length

From Figure H-1, we can see the gage length effect on the ultimate strength of the
fibers: the larger the gage length, the lower the ultimate strength. Within a small gage lenth

range (for example 5mm), the effect might not be significant. But when the gage lenth
change from 10 mm to 60 mm, we can see the significant decrease in the ultimate strength
of the fibers.
Figure H-2 shows the experimental results of strain rate effect on the strength of the
fibers, we can see from this figure that strain rate does not have significant effect on the
ultimate strength of the fiber, but it seems that a slightly higher yield strength results from
higher strain rate.
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Figure H-2 UTS of HTA-37.51.tm fibers Versus strain rate

